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Abstract

Secure wireless communication between resource constrained devices in dynamic de-

ployment scenarios poses a significant challenge to cryptography. This is primarily

due to the fact that the dynamic nature of the device deployment environment calls

for sophisticated key management strategies which usually require a trusted third

party along with either a highly complex symmetric key management scheme or a

public-key scheme. This places a significant burden on the computational resources

of a node. Physical layer security (or Information theoretic security) aims to reduce

this efficiency burden on devices and add an additional layer of location-based se-

curity. Physical layer key generation and refreshment is concerned with techniques

for establishing and refreshing cryptographic keys using wireless communication

channel measurements between legitimate nodes.

Computational security-based public-key schemes usually derive their security on

the basis of the difficulty of solving some mathematical problem such as prime num-

ber factorisation, discrete logarithm computation and the like. Practical physical

layer-based schemes often derive their security on the difficulty of estimating par-

ticular wireless channel parameters with the exact same accuracy that a localised

node can estimate them when you are not localised.
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In this thesis, the issue of Physical Layer Secure Key Generation (PLSKG) is dis-

cussed and a novel pairwise PLSKG scheme and a novel Group Physical Layer

Secure Key Generation (GPLSKG) scheme for resource constrained devices are

proposed. The PLSKG scheme improves on the state of the art by proposing a

key generation methodology that avoids the use of iterative quantisation for the

purposes of key reconciliation, which reduces the loss of key entropy during the

key reconciliation process. The proposed GPLSKG scheme improves on the state

of the art by i) generating keys in a way that provides a means of evaluating and

bounding the entropy of the generated key with respect to an adversary and ii)

reducing the number of probes that need to be used for key reconciliation in certain

deployment scenarios. The proposed schemes are then implemented on off-the-shelf

devices and the performance of the schemes evaluated and compared to current

state-of-the-art schemes. The schemes are shown to improve the performance of

existing state-of-the-art PLSKG schemes and achieve near 100% success rates at

short distances. The thesis also presents results on the error bounding in PLSKG

schemes and presents results showing how these bounds can be used to make the

key generation process more secure. Moreover, the thesis also discusses practical

considerations in the design of PLSKG schemes, focusing on areas that have only

received cursory treatment in current literature.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Physical Layer Security for Key Management in Resource

Constrained Networks

PLSKG is concerned with the generation of a common cryptographic key between

two or more wireless devices [4][5][6] [7]. A key application of physical layer based

key generation is in resource constrained networks such as Wireless Sensor Networks

(WSNs). This is largely because a particular pain point in securing WSNs is Group

Key Management (GKM). In order for nodes clustered in groups to communicate

securely, they need to establish cryptographic keys. The process to accomplish this

task in a group scenario tends to be too cumbersome and inefficient to be practically

applicable on resource constrained networks such as WSNs. Public key cryptogra-

phy for instance, with schemes such as Diffie-Hellman based key establishment,

provides an elegant solution for key establishment in many networks but is unsuit-

able for implementation on the small microprocessors that usually act as the main

computing engine on resource constrained networks. This is due to the complex-

ity of the exponentiation operations that usually form the basis of such schemes.

Physical layer security based schemes aim to provide a more efficient and dynamic

alternative to public key schemes. They also can be used in conjunction with upper

layer cryptographic schemes in order to enhance security against remotely located

attackers who would find it difficult to compromise a physical layer scheme as they

are not localised.
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A key desirable property of cryptographic key management schemes is Perfect For-

ward Secrecy (PFS). WSNs are often deployed in hostile environments and they

can be susceptible to node capture where all the data in the node is compromised.

In these instances, we want to minimise the impact of such security breaches. PFS

ensures that even if an adversary obtains a session key and the long-term key in a

node, the adversary cannot compute any other session key from that information.

PFS essentially ensures that session keys stay independent of each other, so the

knowledge of a session key or a continuous set of session keys does not help an ad-

versary derive subsequent and/or preceding session keys. In order to enforce PFS in

WSNs, we can use the wireless environment in which WSNs operate as a common

source of randomness that can be leveraged to ensure secure pairwise communi-

cation between nodes by using random numbers generated over the physical layer

as a base for key refreshment in the network. Utilising the physical layer in this

way makes the key refreshment process very nondeterministic for remote attackers,

hence making it difficult for the adversary to compute refreshed keys using past

session keys or compute future session keys using current session keys.

1.2 Physical Layer Key Generation

Physical layer key generation is concerned with the generation of cryptographic

keys via the observation of some stochastic random variable that is dependent on

the physical layer being used between the communicating legitimate nodes. This

communication can be done in the presence of an adversary who is not in the im-

mediate locality of both the legitimate nodes during the initial physical layer key

establishment process. The exact distance the adversary has to be away from the

legitimate nodes is dependent on the particular physical layer scheme in use, the

variability of the wireless channel and the minimum number of secret key bits that

need to be generated per sample.

A typical pairwise PLSKG scenario can be seen in figure 1.1. Here two legitimate

nodes, commonly referred to as Alice and Bob, wish to generate a physical layer

cryptographic key in the presence of an adversary Eve. The legitimate nodes do this

13



by observing some parameter which characterises the physical layer channel that

exists between them, hab. In an ideal scenario, hab is perfectly symmetric but in

practical situations there are factors that make the channel not exactly the same but

just highly correlated. These factors are numerous and include among other things:

i) the fact that practical transceivers, due to variation in analogue circuitry, do not

produce the exact same waveform output given the same input, ii) the time-varying

nature of the channel that makes channel measurements taken at different points

in time to vary, and iii) additive white noise (AWGN) that is due to time varying

environmental interferences and electronic noise in the communication hardware.

nalice nbob

neve

hab

hae hbe

Alice Bob

Eve
Figure 1.1: Channels between Alice, Bob and Eve

Factors such as the ones outlined above create disagreements in the measured phys-

ical layer keys that need to be carefully reconciled and characterised in practical

key generation scenarios in order to minimise secret key leakage to localised ob-

servers. This thesis is primarily concerned with the design of practical key genera-

tion schemes for resource-constrained nodes in pairwise and group topologies that

can fulfil these requirements. The thesis is focused on the generation of crypto-

graphic keys in situations where the nodes are static (i.e. not moving) and can thus

not depend on the channel variability that is brought above solely by mobility.

Research on PLSKG has been quite active over the past number of years and there

has been a number of schemes proposed to achieve PLSKG. The vast majority of
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the proposed schemes are meant for mobile environments and/or require special

equipment to be used in order to increase the variability of the wireless communi-

cation channel. The variability is often introduced by using special antennas which

randomly alter the antenna’s Radio Frequency (RF) characteristics in order to in-

duce variability.

A key shortcoming of these approaches is the narrow applicability and increased

cost implications of implementing these schemes. The latter is especially true for

schemes that require additional hardware to be installed and calibrated. The re-

quirement of mobility is also restrictive as the nodes typically have to travel at

speeds high enough for frequency dispersive fading to be significant enough for use

in key generation.

The work in [1] is the first to consider the PLSKG on stationary nodes using what

was defined as being the frequency selective nature of the channel. The scheme

does not use a single, large bandwidth frequency selective channel but rather uses

measurements taken over several relatively flat channels to generate keys. Due

to the difference in noise levels and the difference in channel responses over the

several channels, variability can be induced and that variability used as the basis

for PLSKG. The scheme also considered PLSKG on off-the-shelf devices.

1.3 Aims and Objectives

The primary aim of this thesis is to explore mechanisms upon which resource con-

strained devices such as Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) devices can efficiently

and securely transmit data. WSNs are networks that consist of a large number of

resource-constrained, multi-functional and low-cost nodes deployed in a particular

area of interest to observe particular physical phenomena. Because of the limited

computational and power capabilities of the nodes in a WSN, it is important for all

operations that run on a node to be of low complexity and high energy efficiency.

Algorithms designed for WSNs should also be designed to be i) scalable because

such networks can consist of thousands of nodes and ii) fault tolerant because the

limited transmit power of nodes leaves them susceptible to transmission errors.
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WSNs have been increasing in popularity in recent years and there is increasing

interest from the network security community to devise schemes that will secure

WSNs and thus ensure that such networks remain useful.

In particular, this thesis is concerned with techniques which exploit the environ-

ment where wireless devices are operating in to generate cryptographic keys which

devices can then use to transmit information securely using symmetric encryption

schemes. Generating keys in this manner is commonly referred to as generating

keys at the Physical Layer (PHY) or PLSKG.

Figure 1.2 shows a typical five-layer network communication stack. The PHY refers

to the lowest layer of the layered network communication stack and is the layer at

which streams of bits received from upper layers are converted to analog waveforms

which are then radiated from an antenna and made to propagate over the air to a

remotely located receiver. The receiver then senses the waveform and attempts to

estimate the waveform transmitted by the transmitter before proceeding to recover

the original bits that the transmitter intended to communicate.

Current communication systems usually implement cryptography at higher layers

such as the network, transport and/or application layer. Information at these lay-

ers is usually encrypted using a common cryptographic key and then passed on

to the physical layer for transmission over the wireless medium. For this process

to take place, legitimate nodes need a way to establish a common key to use for

communication. This can be achieved via either some key distribution algorithm

and/or by using some public key cryptographic scheme to establish the common

key. In resource constrained environments, both these options can be very difficult

to achieve. Physical layer based key generation schemes aim to ease this process by

using the wireless channel to improve security.
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Figure 1.2: Figure Showing OSI 5 Layer Communication Network Stack

Whilst propagating from the transmitter to the receiver, the waveform radiated from

the transmitter towards the receiver will get distorted. The transmitted waveform

in this case is referred to as having being transmitted through a wireless communi-

cation channel. The wireless channel has been shown to be symmetric, a property

which can be exploited for the generation of cryptographic keys. The symmetricity

of the wireless channel means that a waveform radiated from some point A in space

to another point B will suffer the same distortion as a waveform radiated from B

to A. This is the channel reciprocity principle. At another point C, the received

waveform will be different from the waveform received at B if C is not located at

the same position as B. We can thus say that the channel from A to B, hAB, is the

same as the channel from B to A, hBA, but dissimilar to the channel from A to C

or B to C (i.e. hAC or hBC).

If legitimate nodes are at points A and B and an adversary is at point C then

the condition that needs to be satisfied for some key generation capacity to be

present and thus key generation to be possible is that hBA ≈ hAB, hBA 6≈ hBC

and hBA 6≈ hAC. If the nodes keep refreshing their keys in every session then node

capture would compromise the current session key but not the keys that were used

in previous sessions. This is the key principle that underpins most physical layer

key generation schemes. The difficulties of accomplishing this in practice will be

discussed later in this thesis.
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The work in this thesis shows that the way in which the key reconciliation stage is

usually achieved in practical deployments guarantees that the entropy of the resul-

tant key will be reduced in the key reconciliation stage with no way of bounding

the entropy losses. The thesis then considers a pairwise PLSKG scheme that im-

proves on the state-of-the-art scheme in a number of ways including the proposal of

a novel key reconciliation process that uses the combination of careful quantisation

and error coding control.

This thesis also extends the pairwise scheme to groups by proposing a group key

generation scheme. Key difficulties in practical group key generation are the dif-

ficulties in i) showing that secret key generation capacity exists, ii) estimating it

and iii) proving that the resulting scheme actually has been able to exploit that

secret key capacity. It is often straightforward to check that the resultant keys have

randomness properties but much less straightforward to prove that the resultant

keys are theoretically secure.

This thesis paves the way for achieving the latter by showing that if the long-

term correlation between all channels of concern are known then the group PLSKG

scheme can be designed in a way to ensure that the keys have some entropy relative

to an observer who is not collocated with respect to any of the legitimate nodes in

the group. The key idea here is that if the correlation between legitimate nodes is

known then the bit error between their quantised binary vectors can be both lower

bounded and upper bounded. Similarly if the long-term correlation between legiti-

mate nodes and adversarial nodes is known then the bit error can also be bounded.

If this is achieved then the key reconciliation stage can be designed to be successful

only if errors are in a particular range. This issue is discussed later on in detail in

chapter 5.

This thesis also discusses several practical issues in implementing physical layer

schemes on WSNs. A lot of factors that need to be overcome during the implemen-

tation stage of a PLSKG scheme have only received cursory treatment in current

literature. This thesis aims to address this gap by providing some analysis on this

front. In particular, the issue of the accuracy and linearity of physical layer mea-
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surements can have significant implications on the final implemented scheme. This

is covered in chapter 6.

The objectives of this thesis are therefore to:

• Discuss and illustrate the key ideas underpinning state-of-the-art PLSKG

schemes and highlight the current shortcomings and challenges faced when

trying to realise pairwise and group PLSKG schemes.

The work relating to this objective is presented in chapters 3 and 2 where

state-of-the-art PLSKG schemes and the key challenges currently facing the

field are presented.

• Propose a novel pairwise PLSKG scheme that addresses some of the chal-

lenges faced by current PLSKG schemes. In particular, the proposed scheme

addresses the issue of loss of entropy that occurs in the key reconciliation

stage.

The work relating to this objective is presented in chapter 4 where a novel

and practical pairwise PLSKG scheme is proposed. The scheme improves on

the state of the art by using error correcting codes (ECCs) to better address

the issue of loss in entropy in the key reconciliation stage. Results from the

implementation of the scheme on WSN nodes is also presented, evaluated and

compared with the most relevant schemes in literature.

• Propose a group PLSKG scheme that allows collocated nodes to generate a

common group key. The scheme improves on current schemes by proposing

a key reconciliation method that allows the expected error between measured

sequences at legitimate nodes to be upper bounded and the error at the ad-

versary to be lower bounded. This allows the key reconciliation stage to be

designed more securely.

The work relating to this objective is presented in chapter 5 where a novel

and practical GPLSKG scheme is presented. The scheme was implemented

on off-the-shelf WSN devices, and the experiment results obtained from the

implementation are presented, evaluated and compared to the state of the art.

• Discuss and highlight issues and difficulties in implementing PLSKG and
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GPLSKG schemes on real off-the-shelf devices. In particular, the body of

work in chapter 6 serves to illustrate how factors such the linearity and accu-

racy of the transceiver’s Received Signal Strength (RSS) measurements affect

the practical security of RSS based PLSKG schemes and also the practical

design of key generation schemes.

1.4 Novelty

This thesis adds to the body of current knowledge in state-of-the-art physical layer

key generation schemes by:

• Proposing a novel pairwise PLSKG scheme for resource constrained wireless

devices. The proposed scheme is aimed at stationary nodes and uses off-the-

shelf WSN devices. The scheme uses a combination of quantisation and error

coding control to manage key reconciliation. This is in contrast to current

state-of-the-art practical schemes which often use iterative quantisation in

order to reconcile keys.

• Proving that schemes that achieve key reconciliation by iterative quantisation

reduce the entropy of the resultant key with every iteration with no known

method of bounding the entropy loss. This issue is discussed and the proof

illustrated in chapter 4.

• Proposing a novel GPLSKG scheme for resource constrained wireless devices.

The proposed scheme is novel as it provides a means of evaluating and bound-

ing the entropy of the generated key with respect to the adversary. This is

done by careful management of the quantisation and key reconciliation pro-

cesses. Error bounding is possible in the case that the long-term correlations

between all nodes are known.

This information allows a concrete lower bound of the generated key’s entropy

to be established, something which is not possible with current GPLSKG

schemes. The proposed scheme also reduces the number of probes required to

generate a common GPLSKG key. This increases the energy efficiency of the

scheme.

• Proposing novel measures that can be taken to reduce the impact of the non-
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linearity and non-perfect accuracy of RSS measurements made at the physical

layer. This includes proposing alterations to the proposed pairwise PLSKG

scheme to provide extra resilience against these limitations.

Publications relating to the work in this thesis are listed below

• K. Moara-Nkwe, Q. Shi, G. M. Lee, and M. H. Eiza, “A novel physical layer

secure key generation and refreshment scheme for wireless sensor networks”,

IEEE Access, vol. 6, pp. 11 374-11 387, 2018

• K. Moara-Nkwe and Q. Shi, “A practical physical layer group key generation

scheme for resource constrained wireless devices”, (In Preparation for Journal

Publication), 2020.

1.5 Outline of Dissertation

This thesis is composed of 7 chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the thesis and outlines

its main aims and objectives and the key properties of the physical layer cryptosys-

tems that we wish to propose.

The thesis then goes over the fundamentals of physical layer key generation in

chapter 2, this chapter provides some of the key fundamental results and introduces

a lot of the terms and notations that will be used throughout the thesis.

A complete literature review of practical physical layer key generation is presented in

chapter 3. This review goes over some of the most relevant state-of-the-art schemes,

compares them with each other and highlights their advantages and disadvantages.

The shortcomings of current PLSKG schemes, which have motivated much of the

research work in this thesis, are also discussed.

The discussion on the pairwise PLSKG scheme that is being proposed can be found

in chapter 4. This chapter first introduces pairwise key generation as a whole and

then proceeds to propose a novel PLSKG scheme for wireless sensor networks in

the chapter.

The proposed scheme is then followed by an extension to a novel GPLSKG scheme

for straight line topologies which can be found in chapter 5. The chapter discusses

the proposed GPLSKG scheme in the context of a straight line, 3 node network
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and then explains how this can be extended to other arbitrary topologies. It then

presents results of the implementation of the proposed scheme on a WSN testbed

and evaluates the results.

Chapter 6 explores some of the key characteristics of off-the-shelf low power wireless

devices and highlights some limitations and inaccuracies of RSS readings sourced

from them. This chapter focuses on key properties of RSS readings in low power

devices that have only received a very cursory treatment in the literature so far,

such as the impact of linearity and accuracy on key generation. The chapter then

presents processing techniques for overcoming this limitation.

Finally, chapter 7 summarises and concludes the thesis. This final chapter also

outlines possible future work that could stem from this body of research.
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Chapter 2
Fundamentals of Physical Layer Key

Generation

Physical layer key generation is based on making observations of some random

variable that is dependent on the wireless communication channel and using those

observations to generate a secret key. In this chapter we will discuss the key ideas

that underpin secure physical layer key generation and introduce key terms and

notations that will be used throughout this thesis. We will also present sketches

of key proofs that underly some of the core physical layer key generation theories.

We start by considering the wireless communication problem and how it relates

to physical layer key generation before moving on to the problem of PLSKG in a

scenario where two legitimate nodes, nA and nB, wish to generate keys with no ad-

versary present. After that, we then move on to the scenario where the legitimate

nodes need to generate a key in the presence of an adversary Eve, nE.

After these key concepts have been introduced, we will then move on to discuss the

wireless communication channel in detail before moving onto highlighting which

assumptions in theoretical analyses do no generally apply or are hard to realise in

practice.
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2.1 Physical Layer Key Generation Channel Models

In wireless communications, two nodes which do not share any physical connection

radiate waveforms towards each other to communicate. The nodes can transmit

information because they can encode information into the waveforms they radiate.

When radiating a signal over the air, the waveform gets distorted. If a waveform

x was transmitted, it can be shown that a waveform of form y = h ∗ x + n will

be received where n is additive white gaussian noise (AWGN), the quantity h is a

random variable called the channel response and ∗ is the convolution operation. It

can be shown that h is a random variable. If the power of the transmitted wave-

form x is denoted as PT and the power of the received waveform (i.e. the average

receive signal strength) is denoted as PR, then PR can also be shown to be a random

variable for constant PT, a fact we will explore further in section 2.3.

If two nodes wish to generate cryptographic keys, they can thus transmit the same

waveform at both ends and observe realisations of one or both of the random vari-

ables h and PR. After this they can then use the observed sequence to generate

a physical layer key, given that there is no adversary collocated to the legitimate

nodes. If an adversary is not collocated to either node, then the adversary cannot

estimate the realisations of h and PR measured by the legitimate nodes with the

exact same level of accuracy as they can, a pre-condition for there being some phys-

ical layer key generation capacity.

The situation outlined above can be mapped to a modelling framework and this

can be done in a number of ways. A class of physical layer key generation models

that will be used in this thesis is the single source models. A single source model

models the process of the legitimate nodes observing realisations of h and/or PR

as a process of the nodes observing some common randomness source. A figure

showing the single source model with no adversary can be seen in figure 2.1a. The

legitimate nodes are named Alice and Bob.

In the single source model as shown in figure 2.1a, Alice and Bob are observing
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some random variables X and Y respectively. In the model, the realisations ob-

served by Alice are drawn from a random variable X which is equal to the sum

of the common entropy source U with another random variable which we denote

as Z1. Similarly, the observations sampled by Bob are realisations from a random

variable Y which has been formed by summing the common randomness source U

with another random variable Z2. Z1 and Z2 are independent random variables

and model various effects which may cause the wireless channel to not be perfectly

symmetric. In the special case where the wireless channel is perfectly symmetric,

then Z1 and Z2 are just constants.

The model as shown in figure 2.1a can be shown to be equivalent to the simpler

model shown in 2.1b. In this model the observations at Alice are directly obtained

from the common randomness source whilst the observations observed at Bob’s end

are drawn from some random variable which is equal to the sum of the common

randomness source with another random variable Z, where Z = Z1+Z2. Conditions

on Z for key generation to be possible will be explored in the next section. It can

be shown that for every observation observed at Alice and Bob, the two legitimate

nodes can generate a maximum of h(X)−h(Z) common bits, a result which follows

directly from Shannon’s channel coding theorem.

In scenarios where there is an adversary, the model can be adapted to the one shown

in figure 2.2a. In this scenario, which is the most general scenario, there is an ad-

versary who is observing realisations of a random variable which is related to the

common randomness source X. The random variable observable at the adversary,

E, is the sum of the common random variable X and another random variable ZE.

A special case of the adversarial model is when the random variable observed by

the adversary can be expressed as the sum of the random variable observable at

Bob (Y ) and another random variable (ZE) which is independent of Y . E can

be expressed as E = Y + ZE. This situation is shown in figure 2.2b and is re-

ferred to the degraded adversarial model. In this scenario, the adversarial channel

is referred to as being degraded with respect to the main channel because the ad-

versarial channel is equal to the main channel plus some noise. A degraded channel
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is guaranteed to be “noisier” than the main channel and so is of primary concern in

physical layer key generation as it guarantees that there is some secret key capacity.

Alice Bob

Decoder DecoderK KU

Entropy Source

Z1 Z2

X Y

(a) Single Source, Dual Noise Model with no Adversary

Alice Bob

Decoder DecoderK KX

Entropy Source

Z = (Z1 + Z2)

X Y

(b) Single Source, Single Noise Model with no Adversary

Figure 2.1: Single Source Models with no Adversary
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Eve
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Decoder

K K

K̂

X

Entropy Source

Z

ZE
E

X Y

(a) Single Source, Dual Noise Model with General Adversary

Alice Bob

Eve

Decoder Decoder

Decoder

K K

K̂

X

Entropy Source

Z

ZE
E

X Y

(b) Single Source, Single Noise Model with Degraded Adversary

Figure 2.2: Single Source Models with an Adversary

2.2 Principles of Physical Layer Key Generation

We first start by defining a random variable X which is accessible to nA and an-

other random variable Y which is accessible to nB. Also, let Y = X + Z, where Z

is another random variable. All random variables are taken as binary sources (i.e

they have a support of set {0, 1}). Let X follow the Bernoulli distribution with the

probability of getting a 1 being p (i.e X ∼ Bern(p)). If nA samples the random

variable n times where n → ∞, then the resulting sequence will have np ones and

n(1 − p) zeros with almost 100% certainty, this is the law of large numbers. The

probability of the resulting sequence having the form described above is thus (1−ε),
where ε is a very small positive number. The sequences having the form described

are referred to as being strongly typical with respect to the distribution X and the
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set that contains all of them is called the typical set and is denoted Aε. We will

denote all the sequences that are not in the typical set Acε. All sequences in the

typical set Aε are approximately equally likely, a principle commonly referred to as

the Asymmetric Equipartition Principle (AEP) [8] [9] [10] .

A consequence of AEP is that if nA would like to observe an n bit sequence emitted

by the source and represent it in the most succinct manner possible, the average

number of bits they would need to do that, nx, would be

nx = P(x ∈ Aε)× LA + P(x /∈ Aε)× LAc

= (1− ε)× LA + ε× LAc

≈ (1− ε)× LA + ε1

Here, Li, is the minimum average length of bits one needs to uniquely represent the

elements in the set i. The equation above illustrates that the average number of

bits we need to represent an n bit realisation of X, nx, is determined primarily by

the average bits per sequence we use for the sequences in the typical set Aε. For any

set with M equiprobable elements, the minimum average number of bits we can use

to represent the elements in the set if we wish for all the encoded sequences to later

be uniquely decodable, can be shown to be log2M . All sequences in the typical set

Aε are approximately equiprobable due the AEP and so if the number of elements

in Aε is |Aε|, then the minimum average number of bits we need to represent them

is log2M . Since Aε is the set of n bit numbers with exactly np ones, the number of

elements in Aε, |Aε|, is

|Aε| =
(
n

np

)

=⇒ nx = lim
n→∞

log2

(
n

np

)

This can be shown with the help of Stirling’s approximation (i.e. n! ≈ nne−n) to

evaluate to
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nx = np log2
1
p

+ n(1− p) log2
1

(1− p)

The ratio of the average number of bits needed to represent the sequence observed

from sampling the random variable X n times, nx to the actual number of bits

emitted from the source X is a very important quantity and is referred to as the

entropy of the source X (i.e H(X) = nx/n). The number of sequences in the typical

set is thus ≈ 2nx = 2nH(X).

We have shown that as n tends to be infinity, the number of sequences in the typical

set of X, Aε,X, is 2nH(X) and the number of elements in the typical set of Z, Aε,Z, is

2nH(Z) [11]. If a particular sequence y is observed at nB, then we know the 2nH(Z)

sequences that could have been observed at X. This is because x = y + z and due

to the fact that there are 2nH(Z) different elements in Z.

For any given observed sequence at nA, there are 2nH(Z) possible values that could

be observed at nB. For this reason, the observed value at nA can not be used

directly as a key as nB has no way of reconciling it without receiving more infor-

mation from nA. Similarly, the observed value at nB also cannot be used directly

as it can’t be computed at nA. The legitimate nodes nA and nB thus cannot use

observed sequences directly but have to use their observations together with some

key extraction mechanism to construct common keys.

For key generation to thus be theoretically possible with a bounded arbitrarily low

error rate, nA and nB have to agree a priori to a set of valid keys (K) or a range

in which valid keys will fall into. The number of keys in K, |K|, determines the

entropy per key, given that every key is equiprobable. The entropy per key will be

Ck = log |K|. The highest possible value of Ck is the key capacity per sample and

can also be shown to equal the transmission capacity per sample for the case where

no eavesdropper is present.
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The observation of y has thus given us some information about x if the entropy

of Z is less than the entropy of X (i.e H(Z) < H(X)). This is because before

the observation of y, we knew x could take any one of 2nH(X) different sequences

but after the observation of the sequence y which has been drawn from a ran-

dom variable Y correlated to X, we know the 2nH(Z) possible sequences that could

have been sampled from X. After the observation of y, the number of possible

sequences observed at x has thus reduced from 2nH(X) to 2nH(Z), which corre-

sponds to a reduction in entropy from H(X) to H(Z). The difference between

H(X) and H(Z) is called the mutual information and is denoted as I(X;Y ) where

I(X;Y ) = H(X)− H(Z) = H(X)− H(X|Z).

The maximum value of I(X;Y ) is called the capacity of the channel between X and

Y . This is also the secrecy capacity in the special case where there is no adversary.

It represents the maximum amount of information a realisation of y can give about

x. In order for an observer of X and an observer of Y to agree to a common se-

quence, they have to constrain the common sequence to have an entropy less than

nI(X;Y ), where n here is the number of samples each party collects. The proof

above is a converse proof that shows that the capacity cannot exceed I(X;Y ). In

order to prove that I(X;Y ) is indeed the capacity, we have to prove that I(X;Y ) is

achievable if one uses some coding scheme. An achievability proof that shows that

we can get arbitrarily close to achieving I(X;Y ) is the Shannon channel coding

scheme, a full elaboration of which can be seen in [11] [8].

If we introduce an adversary Eve, nE, who observes E, where E = X + ZE, then

the maximum entropy obtained per sample is I(X;E) at nE. The secrecy capacity

can be shown to be at least I(X;Y ) − I(X;E) [8]. The actual capacity in general

can be shown to be higher than this in certain cases but if the capacity is exactly

I(X;Y )− I(X;E), then the adversarial channel is said to be degraded with respect

to the main channels [8]. This means that for an adversarial channel with capacity

I(X;E), the case of a degraded adversarial channel is the worst case scenario for

secrecy.

The legitimate nodes, nA and nB, need to be able to reconcile a key using their
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observations. Let node nA input its observation xnA to use some function f to get

the reconciled key (KAB), and let nB input its observed sequence xnB into the same

function f to get the same reconciled key.

KAB = f(xnA) = f(xnB) (2.1)

The function f is the key generating function. If there exists a function f that can

achieve the objective above then it can be used for key generation. In practice,

including the key generation schemes proposed in this thesis, the key generation

process is usually into a number of steps and nodes trade information in order to

achieve key generation.

In addition to using its own measurements to generate a key, a node uses some

information sent from the other legitimate nodes. This information is called the

syndrome. So the key generation process can be represented as:

KAB = f2 (xnA, f1(xnB))

K̂AB = f2 (xnB, f1(xnA))

where f1 and f2 represent some functions or processes used in the key generation

process. KAB and K̂AB are computed at nA and nB respectively. Node ni generates

a syndrome (s = f1(xni )) using it’s measurements (xni ) and sends the syndrome

to other legitimate nodes who use the syndrome to facilitate the key generation

process. The scheme is designed in a manner that insures that KAB = K̂AB only if

the correlation between xnA and xnB is high.

2.3 The Wireless Communication Channel

When communicating wirelessly between terminals, signals traversing from the

transmitter to the receiver get distorted. This is referred to as the transmitted

waveform having travelled through a wireless communication channel [12] [13] [14].

In this section, we aim to look at the nature of the wireless communication channel

and then show why we are able to model the channel as a stochastic process upon
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which cryptographic keys can be generated. This section is also important as it

provides the background necessary to understand reasons why physical layer key

generation schemes are usually designed to work in specific wireless channel types

and why physical layer schemes designed to work under particular channel might

be less secure if used in less variable channels.

Signal losses and distortions happen due to three main broad types of dispersions:

i) spatial dispersion (caused by factors such as signal scattering), ii) time dispersion

(caused by factors such as multi-path propagation) and iii) frequency dispersion

(caused by mobility) [14][15][16].

The first main cause of losses is due to the dispersion in space of energy radiated by

the transmitter, causing linear path loss. If the signal radiated by the transmitter

is broadcast evenly in all directions, then not all that energy will reach the receiver.

The farther away the receiver is from the transmitter, the lower the proportion of

the transmitted energy will reach the receiver. The path loss is defined as the loss

that a transmitter and a receiver separated by a distance d would face in free space,

which is not the total loss or gain between the transmitter and the receiver. There

are other losses which may cause the total loss at the receiver to be higher or (more

commonly) lower at the receiver. The path loss is inversely proportional to the

distance between the transmitter and receiver raised to some exponent and given

in equation 2.2.
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Power Received (PRX)

= (Power Arriving At Receiver)× (Aperture of Receiving Antenna)

=
(

Power Transmitted×Directivity
Area of Sphere of radius d

)
× (Aperture of Receiving Antenna)

=
(
PTXGTX

4πd2

)
× Ae

=
(
PTXGTX

4πd2

)
×
(
λ

4πGRX

)

=⇒ PRX

PTX
= GTXGRX

(
λ

4πd2

)2

=⇒ PRX(dB) = PTX(dB) + 10 log10


GTXGRX

(
λ

4πd2

)2



=⇒ PRX(dB) = PTX(dB)− LPATH(d) (2.2)

PTX and PRX are the power transmitted and received respectively, λ is the wave-

length of the transmitted wave, d is the distance between the transmitter and the

receiver, GTX is the gain of the transmitter, GRX is the gain of the receiver and Ae

is the effective aperture of the receiving antenna. Not all power that reaches the

receiver can be received, the aperture is a measure of how effective an antenna is

at receiving radio waves. The equation in 2.2 is called the Friis path loss formula

and was first proposed in [17].

Equation 2.2 shows that the linear path loss is deterministic. It is the only main

component of wireless channel loss which can be determined deterministically.

The second broad class of losses and distortions are attributable to time disper-

sion. When the transmitted waveform travels from the transmitter to the receiver,

different copies of the signal propagate along different paths towards the receiver.

This multi-path propagation causes these copies to arrive at the receiver at different

times and with signals from each path having suffered different distortions, caus-

ing slow and frequency-selective fading. Slow fading is caused by distortions due

to blockage from objects in the signal path. The arrival of different copies of the

signal at different times is referred to as time dispersion as the time to receive a
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transmitted symbol differs from the time it takes to transmit it [18] .

A particular metric used to characterise the severity of slow fading is the delay

spread (σd). The delay spread is a metric which characterises the time difference

between the time of arrival of the first copy of the signal and the time of arrival of

the last significant copy. A large delay spread means that a transmitted symbol will

interfere with itself (intra-symbol interference) and also with subsequent symbols

(inter-symbol interference). In particular, Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI) is partic-

ularly severe if the delay spread is greater than the symbol duration as it means

that multi-path components from the preceding symbol will still be getting received

whilst the current symbol is getting received. A channel with a delay spread greater

than the duration of each symbol is referred to as being frequency-selective as the

time-dispersion experienced causes different frequency components that make up

the transmitted signal to experience different losses.

The receiver sensitivity level is the minimum received power level that a receiver

will be able to identify and successfully demodulate. Figures 2.3a - 2.3c illustrate

the main types of losses experienced over wireless channels. In the figures, a trans-

mitter (TX) is transmitting a signal wirelessly. The shaded areas show the regions

we would expect the transmitted signal to have an average power level exceeding

the receiver’s sensitivity level. From the figures, it is clear that with just path loss,

the transmission range is the same in all directions whilst with slow and/or fading

losses added, the transmission range has some spacial variation. We can also see

that fast fading related losses tend to vary more rapidly than slow fading losses but

the fast fading losses oscillate within a much smaller range.
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TX

(a) Free space path loss

TX

(b) Free space path loss and slow fading

TX

(c) Free space path loss, slow fading and fast
fading

Figure 2.3: Different types of losses incurred over wireless channels. The grey area
is the transmission range.
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Frequency-selective fading and slow fading are present even in static wireless com-

munication scenarios (i.e when the transmitter and receiver are static) and are thus

the key mechanisms exploited for key generation in situations where nodes are not

mobile.

Equation 2.3 shows the loss due to frequency-selective, slow fading [19]. As the equa-

tion shows, this loss is not deterministic like the path loss but a random variable.

The distribution that the random variable takes is gaussian lognormal distribution.

Due to the asymptotic equipartition property of random variables, we know that

the observation of n samples (where n is large) of this variable will thus yield one

of 2nH(Z) equiprobable sequences from the typical set of Z, Aε,Z. In equation 2.3, σ

denotes the standard deviation of the random variable.

p(y) = 1√
2πσ

e−
y2
2σ2 (2.3)

The third broad class of dispersion of concern is frequency dispersion induced losses

that refer to losses induced by the mobility of nodes, causing the channel to vary

with time. A node which is mobile cannot ascertain what frequency it is receiving

accurately if its velocity relative to the transmitter is constantly changing. This is

primarily due to the doppler effect. A receiver receiving a signal with a frequency

f will perceive the frequency as actually being f + ∆f(t), where

∆f(t) = ∆v(t)
c

f

= ||v(t)||
c

cos θ(t)

= fm(t) cos θ(t) (2.4)

Here, ∆v(t) is the relative velocity between the receiver and the transmitter, and c

is the speed of light.

Frequency dispersion causes the perceived frequency received to depend on time

which in turn causes the channel to vary with time (i.e. become time selective).

The coherence time, Tc, is a key metric used to characterise the extent to which a
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channel suffers from frequency dispersive losses. Let X be the correlation between

the channel response at time t and channel response at time t + Tc,X. The X%

coherence time is defined as being equal to Tc,X. This type of fading is commonly

referred to as fast fading and can be shown to follow a Rician distribution in the

case where there is a line-of-sight component or a Rayleigh distribution in the case

of no line-of-sight component. Equation 2.5 shows the nature of the distribution of

the power loss due to frequency dispersion in the case of there being line-of-sight

and equation 2.6 shows the distribution when there is no line-of-sight component.

pRician(y) = 1
2σ2 e

−(y2+s2)/2σ2
I0

(
s
√
y

2σ2

)
(2.5)

pRayleigh(y) =
√
y

σ2 e
− y

2σ2 (2.6)

Where I0(x) is the 0th Bessel function, s and σ are distribution shaping parameters,

a full characterisation of which is available in [20]. If the nodes are not mobile, the

fluctuation due to fast fading is very small and the power profile of the received

power can be approximated as just following a log-normal distribution.

2.4 Summary

This chapter has provided a brief overview of the theoretical foundations of physi-

cal Layer key generation over wireless communication channels. In particular, the

chapter showed how different distortions affect the distribution of the signal that

is wirelessly traversing from some transmitter to some receiver. The chapter also

looked at different models for the adversarial channel in different physical layer key

generation models. The model which is of specific importance is the degraded model

which helps us estimate the lower bound of the secrecy capacity of a channel.
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Chapter 3
Literature Review

3.1 Review of Group Key Management Schemes in Resource

Constrained Networks

There has been a lot of research done into efficient techniques for pairwise and group

key management in resource constrained networks over the years. These techniques

have mainly focused on applications within the WSN space where key management

is particularly difficult because of the dynamic nature of WSN topologies [21] [22]

[23] .

Nodes in a WSN are typically deployed with some secret key information loaded

onto them and they use that information to establish keys. They then use a key

management protocol to establish, refresh and revoke keys when required. In many

deployment scenarios, networks need to enforce forward security in WSNs and they

do this by the refreshment of symmetric keys through either regular key updating

from the base station or some form of rehashing over the current key to get a new

key such as in [24].

There are two broad classes of key establishment schemes - i) public-key schemes

and ii) symmetric key schemes [25][26]. In public-key schemes nodes establish cryp-

tographic keys with the help of key pairs - with one key being private and the other

key being public. The private key of a node is a secret key which is unique and
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known only to that node and a public key is a key which is unique to a node but is

known by all parties, including adversaries.

The general key establishment process in a public-key scheme involves two nodes

trading public keys and then computing a common cryptographic key between them-

selves. The schemes rely on using a mathematical function that outputs a common

key between two nodes when provided with a private key from one node and a

public key from another. After the establishment of the pairwise key, the nodes can

either use some symmetric key based protocol to establish keys or they can use a

public-key group key establishment scheme, such as the Diffie-Hellman, algorithm

to generate any required keys [25] [27] [28] [29] .

In symmetric key establishment schemes, keys are deployed beforehand or are es-

tablished after deployment with the help of some Trusted Third Party (TTP). Keys

that are going to be used for secure communication need to be preloaded into in-

dividual nodes in some way, which can be done in a centralised or distributed way.

In a centralised scheme, nodes wishing to communicate with each other can do so

with pairwise encryption keys obtained from some trusted, centralised node using

a key distribution protocol like the popular Kerberos protocol [30].

In [30], all nodes share a key with a trusted node called a Key Distribution Centre

(KDC) but not with other nodes. When a node A (nA) wants to communicate with

another node B (nB) it first sends a request to the KDC and the KDC generates a

session key and sends two copies of the key to node A, one encrypted with nA’s key

and one encrypted with nB’s key. Node A then retrieves the session key and sends

node B the session key encrypted with the key belonging to nB, so both nodes now

share a key and can start communicating. In centralised approaches, key refresh-

ment is handled centrally. Every time the base station needs to refresh keys, it has

to send them directly to the nodes, which incurs communication overhead. In the

case of key distribution via a KDC, refreshment is initiated by the nodes themselves

through session key requests.
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If a group key is broadcasted over a secure channel, sensor nodes will need to au-

thenticate that group key before accepting it in order to thwart replay attacks. In

a typical scheme such as the µTesla scheme [31] the base station assures authenti-

cation by using one-way hash chains. The ith group key is the hash of the (i+ 1)th

group key, i.e. KG,i = H(KG,i+1). This is achieved by choosing a random value of

KG,N and using it to precompute all group keys {KG,N−1, KG,N−2, ..., KG,0} at the

base station i.e. KG,N−1 = H(KG,N), KG,N−2 = H(KG,N−1), etc. After the initial

group key, KG,0, is computed and broadcast to the nodes, subsequent group keys

can be authenticated by hashing them and checking if the hash value equals the

previous key. This provides easy authentication but it does not provide the forward

secrecy of group keys because if an adversary obtains a particular session group key

then the adversary can get all previous keys by just hashing the current session key.

In the distributed approach, key material is pre-loaded onto individual nodes prior

to deployment and the nodes use that information to generate pairwise keys. Schemes

that utilise this approach include a basic scheme where all nodes come preloaded

with pairwise keys of every other node. This solution is not scalable as memory

requirements rise quickly with the increasing network size, and the lack of a cen-

tralised node or protocol handling refreshment also means that forward secrecy is

not assured. Because of the scalability, memory and security issues of preloading all

pairwise keys into nodes, other random distributed schemes such as those detailed

in [32, 33, 34, 35] are usually used instead.

In a typical scheme such as [32] there is a set of network keys and each node is

preloaded with a random subset of these network keys prior to deployment. Two

nodes wishing to communicate with each other then go through a key agreement

phase and pick a common key from their key sets and use that as their session

key. In the scheme detailed in [34], the key material is a subsection of a special

symmetric secret matrix. Node ni gets loaded with row i (ri) and column i (ci) of

the secret matrix and similarly node nj gets rj and cj. When ni and nj want to

communicate with each other, they exchange columns and compute the session key

as Kses = ri.cj = rj.ci. There are many other similar schemes such as [35] where the

key material is a fraction of a polynomial. Forward secrecy via key refreshment in
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these distributed schemes is achieved by either i) regularly updating the key mate-

rial in nodes or ii) performing hashes over the current keys to form new session keys.

The actual implementation of the hashing can be done in several ways depend-

ing on the needs of the WSN. This can be, for example, done by forming hash

chains by encrypting the communication between two nodes with a key Kv where

Kv = Hv(K0) = H(Kv−1), Hv is a hash chain of order v (i.e performing v hashes),

K0 is the initial key and v is the version number [24]. Alternatively refreshment

can also be done by encrypting the communication with key Kv = H(Kv−1||v) [24]

or encrypting the communication with Kv = H(Kv−1||r), where ′||′ is the concate-

nation operator and r is a random number chosen from a small set of numbers [36].

In the first two schemes there will be additional communication overhead because

nodes will have to send the key version v used in encryption along with the payload

and in the later scheme there is additional computational overhead because the re-

ceiving node will only have Kv−1 and will thus have to compute Kv by iterating and

trying out all numbers in the set from which number r was chosen. Key refreshment

using physical layer keys could allow us to refresh keys in a similar manner to the

latter scheme but with a random number r that is not restricted to an element in a

small set of numbers but instead has been agreed upon by both nodes prior to re-

freshment. The generation of practical physical layer keys is explored in [37, 38, 39].

3.2 Requirements and Review of Physical Layer Key Gener-

ation

A PLSKG scheme needs to fulfil certain requirements for it to be applicable to

WSNs. These requirements include both computational and energy efficiency in

addition to the requirements that all PLSKG schemes need to fulfil such as secure-

ness with respect to adversarial nodes. The requirements that needs to be fulfilled

by a PLSKG scheme for WSNs include:

• Energy efficiency: The scheme needs to be as energy efficient as possible so as

to allow it to run on resource constrained nodes such as WSN nodes, which
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tend to run on battery power.

• Computational efficiency: The algorithms that make up the scheme need to

require low computational resources so as to allow them to run on micropro-

cessors which often power resource constrained wireless devices.

• Low cost: The scheme should ideally require little or no additional special-

ist hardware to be added on standard off-the-shelf wireless devices for it to

function. This helps keep the cost low. A lot of additional hardware can add

additional costs which can negate the benefits of using a resource constrained

device.

• Secureness: The scheme should be secure relative to an adversary who is not

collocated with respect to any of the collocated nodes. This requirement re-

quires the scheme to generate keys with an entropy that is as large as possible

and also computable. In most PLSKG schemes, the entropy of the final gen-

erated key can be hard to compute even if the eavesdropper’s statistics are

known, which hamper’s their applicability.

• Flexible: The PLSKG scheme needs to ideally be suitable for stationary nodes

and not just mobile nodes. Mobile wireless channels tend to be more variable

than wireless channels between stationary nodes and thus easier to generate

keys over but nodes in real deployments are often not always in continuous

motion.

In a group setting, nodes can be deployed in a wide variety of topologies and so

in addition to the requirements outlined above, a group PLSKG scheme also needs

to ideally be applicable to nodes in a wide variety of deployments. The nature of

PLSKG makes this requirement very difficult to fulfil.

The pairwise and group PLSKG schemes proposed in this thesis are suitable for use

in scenarios where the nodes will be in the same locality when key generation takes

place and the adversary will not be collocated with respect to the legitimate nodes.

Experiments were done for a maximum separation of 3m for each of the nodes

in a group setting and a separation of 10m in a pairwise setting. The proposed

schemes are therefore suitable for a variety of applications such as indoor IoT home

applications. In these applications, the legitimate nodes are usually close to each

other and in an indoor setting whilst an adversary is usually not near the legitimate
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nodes at the time at which the cryptographic key is first established. The proposed

scheme is not suitable for situations where the adversary can be collocated relative

to the legitimate nodes or scenarios where the adversary lies directly between the

legitimate nodes. In scenarios where nodes are dispersed over a very wide indoor

area, such as in a large factory, nodes would need to be divided into clusters (where

each cluster of nodes is in a set area) and then physical layer keys generated for

each cluster. The cluster keys can then be used to formulate a common group key

using conventional tree based techniques.

Keys are generated over the physical layer mainly using two different approaches,

namely i) via channel estimation or ii) via quantisation of the receive signal strength

indication (RSSI) [38, 39]. The first approach tries to estimate the channel impulse

response (h) of the channel at both nodes and then uses h as a basis of the gener-

ation of a random bit sequence. This can be done by extracting a symbol s from

the estimate h and then mapping s to a random bit sequence such as in [40]. The

physical channel changes after every coherence time interval and so a symbol s can

be estimated after every coherence time interval. The second approach quantises

the RSS value and then either i) uses particular portions of that quantised value as

a common source of randomness between two nodes such as in [41] or ii) obtains a

series of RSSI measurements over several transmissions and combines them in some

way to extract random bits such as in [37].

In physical layer-based schemes, secret key information does not necessarily need

to be furnished beforehand. Nodes can either be deployed with no secret key in-

formation or very little secret key information. Nodes can then use measurements

of some physical layer parameters to generate physical layer keys. If an adversarial

node is not collocated with respect to the legitimate nodes at the point at which

key generation happens, then the legitimate pair or group of nodes can generate a

common key [8].

Practical key generation involves the design, implementation and analysis of tech-

niques that generate cryptographic keys using practical transceivers. They aim

to realise theoretical key constructions and also identify aspects of physical layer

security which may be accurate in theory but may be prohibitively difficult to imple-

ment in practice and to identify particular properties of the physical layer hardware
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upon which allow the implementation of physical layer schemes, can contribute to

or compromise security.

The first work that quantitively studied the secrecy capacity achievable over some

public channel was Shannon in his work in [42]. The work considered the case when

two legitimate parties communicated over a noiseless public channel. The work

showed that in this scenario the entropy of the secret key known only to legitimate

parties needed to be at least equal to the entropy of the message in order to achieve

perfect secrecy. A cryptographic setup which achieves this is Vernam’s cipher, com-

monly referred to as a one-time pad.

If on the other hand the entropy of the key is less than the entropy of the message

(i.e. H(K) < H(M)), then only H(K) bits of security are guaranteed. In practical

cryptographic schemes, this is satisfactory as long as H(K) is large enough to make

it impractical for an adversary to make a brute force search for it.

One of the first works to look at the impact of secrecy when legitimate parties

communicate over stochastic channels is Wyner in [43]. Wyner showed that in the

event that the adversarial channel was noisier than the legitimate channel, it was

theoretically possible for the transmission of a secret message over the legitimate

channel with an arbitrarily small probability of error, to take place if a sufficiently

large codeword length, n, is used. Channels in which the above condition holds

are channels which are said to have secrecy capacity. The model Wyner considered

is called the wiretap channel model and is illustrated in 3.1. A wiretap channel

model (shown in figure 3.1) models the adversarial model as a channel which is de-

graded with respect to the legitimate channel. The model models a situation where

legitimate nodes transmit information over a noise free channel and an adversary

observes information over a noisy channel. Codes which aim to transmit messages

securely over a wireless wiretap channel are called wiretap codes.

Instead of attempting to transmit messages directly through wiretap codes, we can

aim to utilise the presence of secrecy capacity in the channel to generate a crypto-
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graphic key. The cryptographic key can then be used to facilitate secure commu-

nication using a symmetric encryption scheme such as the Advanced Encryption

Standard (AES). A popular practical physical layer key generation framework is

the one outlined in [8]. The framework does not provide a specific key generation

scheme but it provides a general set of stages (or layers) that a physical layer key

generation scheme can decompose the generation process into. The stages are i)

the randomness sharing stage, ii) the key reconciliation stage and iii) the privacy

amplification stage.

The randomness sharing stage is where nodes measure the value of some common

physical layer quantity. The key reconciliation stage is where nodes attempt to

use their respective measurements to formulate a common secret key. The privacy

amplification stage is where nodes convert all forms of secret information they hold

into one common (or shared) key.
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Figure 3.1: Wyner’s Wiretap Channel

3.3 Review of Pairwise Physical Layer Key Generation Schemes

Pairwise PLSKG schemes have been proposed over the years, the majority of which

target general communication networks although some have been proposed for re-

source constrained networks as well, particularly for wireless sensor networks where

key management can pose numerous challenges.

The paper [37] proposes an antenna reactance based practical PLSKG scheme. It

achieves key generation by using a set of special antennas fitted to the ends of the
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legitimate nodes called Espar antennas. The idea is that by varying the directional

amplitude and phase characteristics of the radio waves radiating from the Espar

antennas at both ends of the legitimate communication channel, the received power

at both ends can be varied in such a way that the correlation between the legitimate

channels can be preserved whilst the adversarial channel is being made to be noisier

with respect to the legitimate channels.

The scheme not only exploits the variation in RSS in the main channel but also

introduces more variation in the channel by randomly varying the effective receive

and transmit power. This method requires special antennas to be used on the le-

gitimate nodes, a condition which is hard to meet in resource constrained networks

such as WSNs where device cost is a major factor of concern.

The main constraint with the use of channel impulse response as the basis for phys-

ical layer key generation is that the channel response will not be easily available to

higher layers of resource constrained devices. This forces practical key generation

schemes for resource constrained devices to resort to using coarse measures of chan-

nel randomness such as RSS.

The work outlined in [41] considers secure PLSKG using receive power between

mobile legitimate nodes. It focuses on exploiting the mobile wireless channel (i.e.

when the relative velocity between the legitimate nodes is high) to generate keys. If

nodes are mobile, there is additional variability in the channel owing to fast fading

losses due to frequency dispersion caused by doppler shifts. This variability pro-

vides an additional source of entropy in the main channel relative to a stationary

adversary which is exploited by the scheme to generate keys.

The schemes outlined so far all require some special channel conditions (such as

mobility) or some special equipment (such as hardware) to operate. In the cases

where devices are not mobile and/or we are concerned with applicability in re-

source constrained networks, we need to look at generating the cryptographic key

from standard indoor and/or outdoor wireless channels using a general transceiver.
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Research to this end for resource constrained networks has been conducted over the

years such as the works outlined in [1].

In [1] a physical layer key generation scheme is proposed for resource constrained

networks using RSS measurements. The scheme is suitable in static networks (i.e.

networks where the relative velocity between nodes is zero or near zero) and uses

different frequencies to generate cryptographic keys. In the case of static nodes, it

is common for nodes to generate keys by exploiting the variability in the different

frequency channels.

The physical layer key generation randomness sharing procedure involves the nodes

‘hopping’ between different frequency transmission bands and using measurements

from all the channels to generate keys. The reason for different channels having dif-

ferent channel conditions are numerous, including the fact that variations in levels

of channel use cause noise floors in different channels to differ. The work in [1] uses

this difference in channel conditions to generate keys.

The key shortcoming of current key generation schemes lies in the fact that they

often require special hardware and/or special channel conditions (most commonly

mobility) in order to operate. The key reconciliation processes of these schemes

also do not allow an implementer to properly ascertain the resulting entropy of the

resulting key even if the correlation between the legitimate nodes’ measurements is

known. This makes it difficult to establish what level of error correction is required

in the key reconciliation stage.

It is clear that if an ECC which corrects too many errors is used, then the resultant

key will no longer have any entropy. Current state-of-the-art schemes do not allow

one to establish exactly what this error correction threshold is even if all relevant

correlations are known. An implementer can thus not compute the threshold at

which the entropy falls to zero. The proposed scheme in this thesis aims to address

this issue, and its key reconciliation process is applicable to both pairwise and group

key generation.
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The review of existing pairwise PLSKG schemes above has highlighted a number

of weaknesses that exist in current state-of-the-art PLSKG schemes, which all have

one or more weaknesses such as:

• their use of special hardware in addition to the hardware that would typically

be found in a wireless device such as in [37]. This adds additional costs and

greatly reduces the applicability of the scheme.

• their limited support of non-mobile wireless channels. A lot of schemes rely

on the variability of mobile channels and therefore require relative motion

between legitimate nodes for key generation to take place.

• their use of purely quantisation based methods in the key reconciliation stage.

This reduces the final entropy of the key in an unpredictable way, making it

impossible to ascertain what the final entropy of the generated key will be.

3.4 Review of Existing Group Physical Layer Key Genera-

tion Schemes

In the group key generation scenario, the goal is to generate keys for use for the

purpose of secure group communications between three or more nodes. This, as in

pairwise physical layer key generation, is done by making measurements over the

legitimate channels. In this thesis we will be concerned with group key generation

in scenarios where the adversarial channel is degraded with respect to all legitimate

channels.

Group key generation schemes have also been investigated in a number of research

works in recent times. The majority of the work has been on the theoretical con-

structions of group key schemes or practical constructions implemented on a com-

puter simulation platform.

The work in [44] presents a theoretical framework for the generation of group keys

using the channel impulse responses of the legitimate wireless channels. The work

covered various topologies and was able to show that the group key generation

capacity can be achieved given some prerequisites. Another theoretical framework
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for the generation of physical layer keys is presented in [45][46]. The work proposes

a tree based key formulation framework to generate group keys from pairwise keys.

The work covering the practical implementation of a proposed group key scheme

was first presented in [47][48]. The scheme proposes a secure group key scheme for

mobile wireless devices that uses the trend (i.e gradient) of measured RSS values

to generate physical layer keys. A relay-based technique for enabling nodes to use

the keys they have generated to establish a common group key is then presented.

The scheme considered star and chain (line) topologies.

The schemes in [47][48] are purely quantisation based and therefore suffer from

the limitation that some errors cannot be corrected at the end of the quantisation

stage. The schemes are also relay based and is aimed at mobile nodes, with the

key generation taking place by nodes alternately sending probes to each other and

using those probes to try and estimate the losses across one pre-chosen channel.

The key generation of the schemes is done by using two different methods: i) an

RSS fading trend and median threshold (RTM), and ii) RSS fading trend and

quantisation (RTQ). The fading trend is a sampled, moving average value of the

RSS. It is used in lieu of direct RSS measurements in the schemes because the

schemes were targeted at mobile networks. In such networks, the relative velocity

between the nodes causes frequency dispersion in the channel, which then causes

time-selectivity (i.e. causes the channel to change quickly in time).

The RTM method involves the nodes using n measured RSS values as a n binary

sequence, where each binary digit at position i indicates whether the ith RSS value

received was below or above the median of all the RSS values received. The RTQ is a

thresholding procedure which involves thresholding using multiple thresholds. The

formulation of these thresholds is done by using the probability distribution of the

channel between nodes, so the distribution has to be known a-priori or estimated.

The thresholds are then set in such a manner that the probability of a RSS value

falling between any two adjacent thresholds is constant.

State-of-the-art GPLSKG schemes have provided a good basis for the investigation

of group key generation but current shortcomings include the fact that most either

i) do not provide a practical manner in which the theoretical frameworks proposed

can be translated to a practical GPLSKG scheme or ii) are only suitable for mobile
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nodes.

The review of existing group PLSKG schemes above has highlighted a number of

weaknesses that exist in current state-of-the-art group PLSKG schemes, which all

have one or more weaknesses such as:

• their use of relay-based techniques to generate a group key leads to an ineffi-

cient use of probes in some deployment topologies.

• their limited support of non-mobile wireless channels. A lot of schemes rely

on the variability of mobile channels and therefore require relative motion

between legitimate nodes for key generation to take place.

• their use of purely quantisation based methods in the key reconciliation stage.

This reduces the final entropy of the key in an unpredictable way, making it

impossible to ascertain what the final entropy of the generated key will be.

3.5 Summary

In summary, there has been a lot of advancements in both pairwise and group

PLSKG schemes over the past decade but there still remains a lot to be done. Cur-

rent state-of-the-art schemes provide a basis for the generation of physical layer

keys over wireless channels but often have one or more weaknesses that hamper

their wide spread use.

The main findings of this literature review show that the manner in which PLSKG

schemes are designed often lead to PLSKG schemes being very difficult to imple-

ment in practice due to requirements such as i) requiring nodes to be in continuous

motion during the key generation process (mobility requirement), ii) requiring nodes

to have additional hardware installed to facilitate the key generation process (which

often leads to increased costs which can negate the use of resource constrained de-

vices in the first place) or iii) requiring devices to use the channel impulse response

in the key generation process, a parameter which is hard to estimate and use in

low-power devices. In addition to these, it is often not possible to ascertain what

entropy the final generated key will be even if characteristics of the legitimate and

adversarial channels are known. This is due to the manner in which the key recon-
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ciliation stage of the key generation process is often carried out.

In light of these weaknesses, this thesis aims to address most of these shortcomings

in the environments where resource constrained nodes that are non-mobile. The

thesis will propose novel pairwise and group PLSKG schemes that are suitable for

use in such environments and allow the entropy of the resultant keys to be estimated

in the case where the long-term correlation between all channels is known.
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Chapter 4
Pairwise Physical Layer Key Generation

This chapter first details a general framework within which physical layer keys are

generated and then proceeds to detail a proposed physical layer secure key gener-

ation scheme for resource constrained networks. The proposed scheme was imple-

mented on WSN nodes and the resulting keys tested for cryptographic hardness.

4.1 Physical Layer Key Generation Framework

As detailed previously, physical layer keys are generated by observing a random

variable XA which is jointly distributed (or correlated) with another random vari-

able XB. The resulting key bits that would then be extractable would be I(XA;XB)

per sample in the event of there being no eavesdropper and I(XA;XB)− I(XA;XE)

bits per sample in the case that an eavesdropper’s observations follow a distribu-

tion, XE, which is physically degraded with respect to the legitimate channel. The

secrecy capacity per sample with no adversary (Cs) and the secrecy capacity with

the adversary with a degraded channel present (Cd
s,E) are given in equations 4.1 and

4.2 respectively.

Cs = max I(XA;XB) (4.1)

Cd
s,E = max I(XA;XB)−max I(XA;XE) (4.2)
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We now firstly look to how we quantify the value I(XA;XB) from observations of

XA and XB, xnA and xnB.

Theorem 1. If X ∼ N (µ1, σ
2
1) and Y ∼ N (µ2, σ

2
2) are random Gaussian variables

and both independent of Z with Y = X + Z, then the mutual information between

X and Y is −1
2 log2(1− ρ2), where ρ is the person correlation coefficient between X

and Y [11].

Proof. The proof utilises the fact that if the joint distribution ofX and Y is bivariate

normal, then the relation between their mutual information and their correlation

can be easily derived.

Let U and V be any two independent normally distributed Gaussian random vari-

ables. By definition, any two random variables,X and Y , that can be expressed in

the form

X = c1U + c2V

Y = c3U + c4V

have a joint distribution that is bivariate normal. Where c1, c2, c3 and c4 are con-

stants. By taking U = X and V = Z, it can be seen that X and Y can be expressed

in the form below:

X = (1)U + (0)V

Y = (1)U + (1)V

X and Y are two mutually dependent gaussian random variables, and the joint

distribution (X, Y ) will be a bivariate normal distribution U where U is

U ∼ (µ,Σ)

where

Σ =




ρ ρσ1σ2

ρσ1σ2 ρ


 µ =



µ1

µ2


 (4.3)
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From the definition of mutual information and using the fact that for any Gaus-

sian distribution with mean µ and variance σ2 the entropy is 1
2 log2 2πeσ2, we can

evaluate the mutual information between X and Y as

I(X;Y ) = H(X) +H(Y )−H(X, Y )

= 1
2 log2 2πeσ2

1 + 1
2 log2 2πeσ2

1 −
1
2 log2 2πe|Σ|

= 1
2 log2 2πeσ2

1 + 1
2 log2 2πeσ2

1 −
1
2 log2(2πe(σ2

1σ
2
2 − ρ2σ2

1σ
2
2))

= −1
2 log2(1− ρ2) (4.4)

Theorem 1 enables one to use observations over a channel to estimate the mutual

information, a property which will be used later, and then proceed to estimate the

secrecy capacity per key as outlined in equation 4.2. Theoretically, if one wants to

generate a cryptographic key of length Nk, then the legitimate parties will need to

sample the channel for a minimum of Nk/Cs,E times to generate the key.

It is important to note that the vast majority of key results are statistical in nature

and rely on the assumption n → ∞ to characterise the secrecy and key genera-

tion capacity. Practical physical layer schemes will only rely on a limited number

of channel observations to generate a key and so the actual achieved probability

of successful key agreement (the key agreement rate) is often much lower than 1.

The key agreement rate can be maximised by designing the key generation proce-

dure carefully and adding error correction stages which leak as little information as

possible to a localised adversary.

Practical physical layer key generation schemes, including the one proposed in this

thesis, usually break the key generation procedure into three generic stages: i)

the randomness sharing stage, ii) the key reconciliation stage and iii) the privacy

amplification stage.

The randomness sharing stage involves all legitimate nodes that wish to acquire a

group key sampling the channel parameter of interest multiple times and storing the

observations. The channel parameter of interest is most usually either the channel

state information (CSI) or RSS for resource constrained nodes. Variability in the

channel is often induced by mobility, some form of frequency hopping or a variable
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response antenna. The measurements are then quantised and moved on to be used

by the next stage, which is the key reconciliation stage.

The key reconciliation stage is the stage in which errors in measurements are cor-

rected. The aim of the stage is to enable two legitimate nodes that have access to

a series of observations that have been sampled from correlated random variables

to reconcile a key. The stage involves correcting errors between measurements or

reconciling keys in such a way that the process is resistant to a certain threshold of

errors in the measurement vectors.

The privacy amplification, serves the purpose of taking a sequence and transform-

ing it to another sequence that has an entropy that corresponds to its length. The

stage usually involves some form of cryptographic hashing together with a challenge-

response exchange of messages between legitimate nodes in order to enable them to

ascertain if they managed to generate a common key which they can then use for

secure communication. Table 4.1 shows the key stages involved in PLSKG.

Stage Function

Randomness Sharing Enables legitimate nodes to accumulate ob-
servations of the current state of the channel.

Key Reconciliation Enables legitimate nodes to reconcile key by
correcting or reconciling differences in their
channel observations.

Privacy Amplification Enables nodes to extract a cryptographic key
from the longer reconciled key.

Table 4.1: Key Stages of PLSKG

4.2 System Model

4.2.1 Wireless Channel Model

PLSKG schemes aim to generate cryptographic keys by observing the physical chan-

nel between two nodes and using the channel as a common source of randomness

upon which to generate keys. The wireless channel is modelled as being comprised

of two main components: i) a multiplicative fading loss h (which we will in this text
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just refer to as the ‘channel’) and ii) an additive noise component n. When a node

nalice sends a symbol x to another node nbob, nbob receives a noisy signal yab where

yab = hab ∗ x+ nab with ∗ being the convolution operation. Conversely, when nbob

sends x to nalice, nalice receives yba = hba ∗ x+ nba [49].

The additive noise components nab and nba are independent random variables, so

they cannot be used as a common source of randomness [50] [51]. For a static

channel, the fading components hab and hba stay highly correlated over a coherence

bandwidth (Bc) because of the channel reciprocity principle. If the frequency used

by nalice and nbob is within that band, then hab ≈ hba.

In the case of a non-static mobile channel, channel fading will stay highly correlated

for time intervals shorter than the coherence time tc provided that the frequency

remains within the band Bc (where tc is directly proportional to the relative speed

at which nodes move). A third node neve, which is a distance d away from nbob

and receives a noisy signal from nalice, will receive yae = hae ∗ x + nae, where hae

decorrelates with respect to hab as d increases. At a distance d ≥ λ/2 (where

λ is the wavelength of the transmitted signal), it can be shown that the fading

components seen by nalice and nbob will be largely independent of hae. Figure 1.1

shows the relationship between channels between nalice, nbob and neve. The fact that

mobile channels experience an additional type of fading that non-mobile channels

don’t experience - fast fading - make the key generation capacity in mobile channels

exceed that found in non-mobile channels.

4.2.2 Adversarial Model

It is important to outline the assumptions made about the adversary’s computa-

tional and physical advantages just as in conventional cryptographic protocols. The

adversary in this case is modelled as being passive and in the reception range of all

packets exchanged between nalice and nbob. The adversary, neve, is also assumed to

be at a distance greater than 2m from both nalice and nbob. If the adversary is too

close to nalice and nbob then the adversary’s channel might correlate with legitimate

party channels (i.e. if the distance between to neve and any of the legitimate nodes
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is less than 2m).

Given the assumptions above, the adversary must not be able to recover the com-

mon key generated by nalice and nbob or use a compromised session key to calculate

session keys that were used prior to or after the compromised session.

4.3 Overview of Proposed PLSKG Scheme

The proposed PLSKG scheme consists of three main stages as shown in figure 4.1.

These are i) randomness sharing, ii) key reconciliation and iii) privacy amplifica-

tion. In the randomness sharing phase, nalice and nbob trade Ni messages over Nj

different frequencies. They then filter and process those samples as shown in figure

4.1 to formulate an initial key.

In the key reconciliation stage, that key is reconciled using ECCs. This process in-

volves nalice generating a random number and encoding it with an ECC. A one-time

pad is then performed with the encoded random number and the key that has been

generated by nalice. The result is sent over the wireless channel to nbob. nbob then

processes the information received as shown in figure 4.1 to reconcile its key with

the key generated by nalice. After both nalice and nbob have generated the keys, the

process moves on to the privacy amplification stage.

The privacy amplification stage serves two main purposes: i) to ensure perfect for-

ward and backward security and ii) to ensure that the final key has bits that are

well distributed. To achieve this goal, the privacy amplification stage formulates

the key in such a way that a new session key forms a hash chain that uses both the

previous key and the hashed value of the current physical layer generated key as

arguments. Formulating the current session key in this manner makes it impossible

for an intruder with knowledge of compromised session key Ki to compute the key

that was used prior to or after Ki. The details of these three stages will be presented

in the separate sections below.
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Figure 4.1: Key Generation and Refreshment Process

4.4 Randomness Sharing & Quantisation

Randomness sharing is arguably the most important stage in the PLSKG process

because it is the stage when a physical layer parameter (in our case the RSS) is

observed. In this section we will first look at the limitations and implementation

issues that arise when using OTS 802.15.4 compliant WSNs. We will then briefly

investigate the impact that channel fading has on the variability of static WSN

channels, before detailing the full procedure for randomness sharing used in our

proposed PLSKG scheme.
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4.4.1 Implementation Issues with Randomness Sharing on Real Nodes

A WSN node consists of sensors, a transceiver and a microcontroller. A user wishing

to deploy a PLSKG scheme has the option of i) performing the entire key gener-

ation procedure in hardware within the transceiver where all the other physical

layer tasks are performed, or ii) just sampling a physical layer parameter from the

transceiver and using that parameter as a source of randomness for a key genera-

tion procedure taking place in the microcontroller. Opting for the former solution

would mean using the transceiver with physical layer functions for key generation

built in, which would hinder quick adoption and deployment of the scheme. The

latter option involves employing a current 802.15.4 compliant transceiver (such as

the popular CC2420 transceiver [2] used in TelosB WSN nodes) which is used in

nodes to sample a physical layer variable such as the RSS and have the other stages

of SKG implemented as software on the microcontroller. This approach has been

the most popular one used in practical WSNs, and such as in [1, 41].

The most useful and hence most intuitive channel parameter to use as a shared

source of randomness between two parties is the channel response (or multiplica-

tive fading loss) h. The channel response encapsulates the amplitude and phase

changes that a transmitted signal goes through whilst travelling through the wire-

less medium. The channel response also has two degrees of freedom upon which to

generate keys - the channel amplitude and the channel phase - and will thus yield a

better key generation rate than parameters with just one degree of freedom. When

trying to generate physical layer keys using OTS transceivers, the channel response

will be most likely unavailable, so another parameter such as the RSS might be

used instead. OTS transceivers do not compute and pass on a channel response

estimate because it is not directly needed for communication to occur so it does

not warrant additional computational resources to estimate and provide it. Even

if the channel response was estimated and provided on a symbol-by-symbol basis,

a device running at a frequency much higher than a microcontroller’s frequency

would be needed to sample the values.
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4.4.2 Sources of Channel Fading in WSNs

PLSKG schemes rely on sampling the channel response h. Thus the rate at which

we can generate keys at the physical layer is limited by how much the channel varies

in time, frequency and space. If a node is moving, the frequency received will differ

from the frequency transmitted according to the formula 4.5 below because of the

Doppler shift [19]. The relationship between the receive and transmit frequencies

fRX and fTX is defined below:

fRX = fTX + ∆f

= fTX + ||~v(t)||
λ

cos θ(t)

= fTX + fMAX cos θ(t)

(4.5)

Here,
−−→
v(t) is the relative velocity between the two nodes, λ is the wavelength of

the transmitted wave, θ(t) is the angle of signal arrival at time t, and fMAX is the

maximum Doppler shift.

This shift causes a time-varying channel and fast fading. The coherence time tc
is the time interval where we have fRX ≈ fTX. In the case of mobile nodes, this

variability can be exploited to generate keys by sampling the channel every t seconds

where t > tc. In the case of static nodes, where
−−→
v(t) = 0, there is no time-varying

channel fading, so the channel remains largely unchanged for a long period, which

reduces the key generation capacity.

There is also an opportunity to exploit the frequency selective characteristics of

a channel to generate keys. Frequency selectivity is caused by the propagating

environment in which the nodes are communicating and the rate at which nodes

are transmitting data. Frequency selectivity when transmitting symbols over a

channel is caused by multipath propagation which causes time dispersion, leading

to Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI). Multipath propagation results in different copies

of a signal to take different paths from a transmitter to a receiver. Since these paths

are of different lengths, they arrive at the receiver at different times and cause ISI.

The coherence bandwidth is a statistical measurement of the range of frequencies

over which the channel can be considered flat. The X% coherence bandwidth is
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defined in [52] as being equal to the value of ∆f such that:

X

100 = E {h(f) ∗ h(f + ∆f)}
E {|h(f)|2} (4.6)

Here, X is the correlation factor, h(f) is the channel response at frequency f , |h(f)|
is the channel gain and E{x} is the expectation of random variable x. If two fre-

quencies are within the X% coherence bandwidth then the channel responses at the

two frequencies will have a correlation coefficient of at least X/100 with the best

possible correlation between channels being 1. The 50% and 90% coherence band-

widths, for example, can be shown to be equal to 1/5στ and 1/50στ respectively.

Here, στ is the delay spread.

For a channel to be very frequency selective, we usually need to have a signal

bandwidth greater than the 50% channel coherence bandwidth, namely we need

Bs > BC,50. In non-line-of-sight indoor WSNs we will typically have the value of

στ in the range from ≈ 8ns to ≈18ns [53] and an allocated bandwidth of 2MHz per

channel in 802.15.4 networks. Hence we can see that even if we take the most severe

case of delay spread given as 18ns in [53] we have BC,50 ≈ 11 MHz. This means that

just one channel does not provide enough frequency dependent variation on which

to base key generation, but if we use the entire spectrum of available 802.15.4 chan-

nels, we can exploit the fact that each individual channel has a different frequency

response to generate keys.

The above problem with static channels not having a lot of variability is a key

challenge when trying to formulate PLSKG schemes for WSNs as nodes are usually

non-mobile and utilise low bandwidths. A common approach to circumventing this

problem is to induce variability at the nodes by limiting the schemes to mobile

nodes [48], switching transmission channels [1] or altering hardware characteristics

every time we sample the channel [37]. The presence of some frequency selective

fading means that we can exploit the variability of slow fading loss (Lp) at different

centre frequencies by switching between different frequency channels.
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4.4.3 Randomness Sharing in Proposed PLSKG Scheme

The scheme we propose alternatively hops between L channels according to a pre-

determined frequency hopping schedule S known to both nodes nalice and nbob and

computes the mean RSS on each channel at each end. In order for the nodes to

generate keys they need to change their frequency channels synchronously, and the

frequency hopping schedule S helps them do that. The schedule also plays an

important part in ensuring that the generated keys vary with time even in static

channels. Going through the key generation process multiple times in quick succes-

sion will still produce different keys because the set of channels used and the order

in which they are used will change with each iteration according to the synchro-

nised schedule S. The generation of S can be arbitrary, so legitimate parties can

easily generate S by seeding a pseudo number generator and iterating it after every

sample period.

After this, the samples are first processed by removing the direct current (DC)

component in the samples (this involves calculating the mean of the samples and

then deducting that mean from each sample value). The average value (i.e. mean)

of the resulting samples after this processing will then be zero. This is done so

that the differences in transmit powers between nalice and nbob do not affect the key

generation process. After this, each value in the resulting sequence is matched and

swapped with its grey code equivalent. Converting to grey code helps minimise bit

disagreement between nalice and nbob by ensuring that the difference between any

two adjacent values is zero.

After this we take our bit sequence and use it to formulate a weak key. In this case

we will define the weak key as the intermediate key that comes out as a result of the

randomness sharing phase and is used in the key reconciliation process. If we need a

longer weak key, we can change the schedule S and repeat the process above to get

another longer bit sequence. We can repeat this process until we have the required

number of bits in our weak key, although the longer the key required the higher

the energy cost. The rationale behind formulating weak keys in this way and not
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just using directly quantised values is to further add resilience to transmit power

differences between nodes that would otherwise cause mismatches and to increase

the key variability between sessions. The randomness sharing procedure is shown

in algorithm 1.

Input: Channel Frequency Hopping Schedule S
Result: KRS - Key from Randomness Sharing Stage
for each channel index j ∈ [1, Nj] do

Channel Frequency ← S(j);
for each sample number i ∈ [1, Ni] do

Vij ← getRSSI(Samplei);
end
V j = (1/Ni)×

∑Ni
i=1 Vij;

end
V = (1/Nj)×

∑Nj
j=1 V j;

for each channel index k ∈ [1, Nk] do
KRS(k)← convertToMatchingGrayCode(V k - V );

end
Algorithm 1: Pseudocode for Randomness Sharing Stage

4.5 Information Reconciliation

Information reconciliation is the process of using quantised values of a physical

parameter to generate a common key between two communicating parties. This

stage aims to reduce the bit errors between two communicating nodes by having

the nodes share some information that would help them reconcile their keys. The

main existing approaches proposed for doing this include the use of error correcting

codes or the exchange of some information regarding the quantisation of keys to

help reconcile keys. The former approach is popular in 802.11 networks (particularly

using LDPC (Low Density Parity Check) codes (ECCs) or BCH (Bose-Chaudhuri-

Hocquenghem) codes) whilst the later approach is popular in a WSN setting.

The use of the Error Correcting Code (ECC) process involves nalice choosing a

random number, r, encoded with an error correcting code C, performing a one-

time pad with its key Ka to create a syndrome S, and sending it to nbob. nbob then

performs a one-time pad with its key Kb to get an estimate of the encoded data

and then uses it to compute Ka. More formally, the above process can be defined
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as follows:

Alice :

s = C(r)⊕Ka

Bob :

r̂ = Decode(s⊕Kb)

= Decode(C(r)⊕Ka ⊕Kb)

= Decode(C(r)⊕ e)

= r (if HD(e,0) < some threshold t)

=⇒ K̂a = C(r̂)⊕ s

(4.7)

Here, the bitwise ⊕ operation is the exclusive OR operation, e is the error vector

and HD(a, b) is the hamming distance (i.e the number of disagreeing bits) between

numbers a and b.

The choice of ECC in a WSN setting will depend on the required key length as differ-

ent codes have different decoding capabilities and resource requirements. The ham-

ming code, for example, is easier than other resource intensive codes such as LDPC

codes to implement but it will only have a decoding threshold of t = (dmin − 1)/2,

where dmin is the minimum distance between codes, whilst LDPC codes can correct

many more errors as the key size increases but consumes more resources because of

its iterative decoding process.

The chosen ECC needs to be able to correct errors but it should not be able to

correct a large number of errors. If the ECC can correct a large number of errors

then it may be possible for neve to reconcile its key with nalice even though the dif-

ference between their keys is fairly large. Hamming and Polynomial codes have the

advantage of having a clearly defined error correcting capability, so we know that

they will only be able correct errors up to a fixed threshold. Polynomial codes are

similar to hamming codes in terms of both error correction capability and resource

intensiveness, so we propose the use of either hamming codes or polynomial codes
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for error correction.

Polynomial codes create a codeword c(x) by using the original message vector m(x)

and a primitive polynomial g(x), where c(x), m(x) and g(x) are all in polynomials

with coefficients belonging to the Galois field of two elements (i.e. GF(2)). The code

can correct one bit error in the received message r(x) by computing the remainder

after dividing r(x) with g(x). This can be seen below:

c(x) = m(x)g(x)

r(x) = c(x) + e(x)

rem
(
r(x)
g(x)

)
= rem

(
c(x) + e(x)

g(x)

)
= rem

(
e(x)
g(x)

)

Here, e(x) is the error monomial. The set of all values of rem
(
xi

g(x)

)
for all i (i.e.

for all error monomials) is precomputed and stored in a look-up table and thus the

error location i can be computed at the receiver, provided only a one bit error has

occurred.

A hamming code is specified by a generator matrix G and a parity check matrix

H such that HGT = 0. The code is computed as c = mG and the received vector

~r = ~c+~e is decoded by first computing a value called the syndrome, s , by s = HrT

and comparing which column of parity check matrix H matches with s. Here, the

message vector is m and the error vector is e. The matched column is the error

location of the single bit error. If s = 0, then there is no error. A polynomial

code with a message length k and a code length n can be represented as a cyclic

hamming code by setting:

G =
(
g(x) xg(x) ... xkg(x)

)T
(4.8)

H =
( (

rem
(
x1

g(x)

))T
...

(
rem

(
xn

g(x)

))T )
(4.9)

The design of our proposed scheme uses a series of Hamming codes with an addi-
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tional parity bit with a code length of n = 8 and message length k = 4 to achieve

error correction. Using a small code length helps keep the complexity of the key

reconciliation stage low. The key is first interleaved by using a (4 × 8) block inter-

leaver before encoding. Interleaving is used in order to make the ECC more robust

to burst errors, so the scheme works even if a particular segment of the key has a

high density of errors.

The interleaved key is first divided into n chunks, and each chunk is then padded

with a Hamming code encoded random bit sequence (C(r)) to form a set of syn-

dromes. Afterwards, these syndromes are sent from node nalice to node nbob for nbob

to carry out key reconciliation. When nbob first receives the set of syndromes, nbob

performs the following for each syndrome. nbob first tries to recover the original

encoded key segment by performing a one-time pad of the received syndrome with

the key that nbob has measured. After performing this operation, nbob will obtain

the original encoded random number with HD(e, 0) errors, where e is the error vec-

tor (Ka ⊕Kb).

Using the error vector e, nbob can then recover the original error free encoded ran-

dom sequence C(r) by decoding C(r)⊕ e to get r and then encoding the result to

recover C(r). After this, the key measured by nalice can be recovered by computing

C(r) ⊕ s. The random number, r (which is encoded to create C (r)), is generated

using the Park-Miller Minimal Standard Generator. This generator is a multiplica-

tive linear congruential generator (r = (a×s) mod (231−1)) with a = 16007 and the

initial seed value s sourced by our scheme from the lower bits of the transceiver’s

automatic gain control (AGC) magnitude register (the transceiver datasheet speci-

fies that these lower bits can be used for random number generation). After error

correction both nalice and nbob can then proceed to the privacy amplification stage.

4.6 Privacy Amplification

The general idea behind privacy amplification is to ensure that if the number of

bits in the key generated after reconciliation by a key generation scheme is greater
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than the entropy of the key, we need to adjust the size of the key so that it aligns

well with the entropy of the key. Take for example the following reconciled 32 bit

key, KAB, that was quantised by looking at the number of deep fades that a chip

sequence experienced whilst travelling over a channel:

KAB = 10111101111111111110111011111101

H(KAB) = length(KAB)×
(

Pr(0) log2
1

Pr(0) + Pr(1) log2
1

Pr(1)

)

<< length(KAB)

(4.10)

Here, H(KAB) is the entropy of KAB. So we need to have the key to be of length

l ≈ H(KAB) < length(KAB) for the key to have a level of cryptographic security

that corresponds to its length. This can be done by using privacy extractors or by

hashing the long key and choosing the first n bits of H(KAB) as the final key KAMP.

KAB = 10111101111111111110111011111101

KAMP = h(KAB)|BIT (n−1)
BIT 0

(4.11)

The calculations above assume neve observes a completely decorrelated channel from

nalice and nbob. In order to evaluate n, we would need to know neve’s channel statis-

tics and thus in our scheme we take n as being equal to length(KAB) meaning that

the resultant generated key will have a length that is longer than its true entropy.

This keeps the complexity and hence the computational cost low.

In our proposed key generation scheme, we propose that the privacy amplification

should be done in a way that the generated keys refresh the current session key to

formulate the next session key and in so doing form a hashed key chain. In other

words, a physical layer generated key in this instance is a function of all the previous

keys that have ever been generated. This can be achieved by computing the final

key Ki
AB using the previous session key Ki−1

AB , reconciled weak key kiw, the recovered

random number r and the iteration number i as:

Ki
AB = H(Ki−1

AB ||fi||r||i)

fi = H(fi−1||kiw)
(4.12)
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Here, fi is a hash chain of reconciled weak keys, with f0 = H(k0
w). fi is used to

ensure that only a node with knowledge of the previous key generation session can

generate the next session key. After nalice and nbob have derived a key, challenge-

response authentication can then be undertaken to make sure the two generated

keys agree. If the two keys do not agree then key generation can be attempted

again. This will prevent key error propagation, where one error leads to more

errors in the subsequent keys. The agreed Ki
AB can then be used for communication

between nalice and nbob.

4.7 Implementation, Evaluation and Comparison

In order to evaluate the practicality of our proposed PLSKG scheme and compare

it with the most relevant existing method in [1] as will be elaborated later, we have

implemented them using the NesC language [54] on a pair of TelosB WSN nodes

running the TinyOS operating system. Experiments in a line-of-sight (LOS), in-

door office setting were run over a number of distances and at a number of transmit

power levels in order for the correlation between these factors and the Successful

Key Reconciliation (SKR) to be evaluated. The nodes were static during the key

generation process and the environment was an office working environment. The

RSS values used are the ones measured and reported by the CC2420 transceiver

that constitutes the TelosB nodes under test. The CC2420 has a stated RSS dy-

namic range of 100dB and a stated RSS accuracy of ±6dB with RSS linearity of

±3dB. The antennas in use were omnidirectional antennas. The graphs showing the

observed SKR vs distance relations can be seen in figures 4.2 - 4.3. The graphs also

show the distance between nodes versus the SKR rate at different transmit powers.

Each curve in the graphs is a third order polynomial best fit curve of the data points.

From the graphs, it is clear to see that the SKR is very high (near 100%) at short

distances but decreases with the distance and also decreases with lower node trans-

mit powers. These results show that PLSKG can be a suitable alternative for the

implementation of soft key generation in WSN nodes. In particular, a key can be

generated and used to refresh session keys of a WSN node and in so doing help to

enforce the forward security of the WSN node. This would make it very hard for an
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attacker who does not have all the keys generated over all previous key generation

sessions to discover the current key.

As the distance between nalice and nbob increases, the signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio

at the receiving end decreases. This decrease in SNR makes the estimation of the

reciprocal component of the channel (and hence the RSS) harder. From the RSS we

have RSS ≈ Pr+Pn±3. Here the ±3 dB component is due to the stated linearity in

the calculation of RSS on the TelosB’s transceiver [2]. As the distance increases (or

the transmit power reduces) the receive power (Pr) reduces. This reduction in Pr

causes the share of the non-reciprocal component of the RSS (Pn±3) to increase as

a proportion of the total RSS. This then causes bigger disagreements in measured

RSS between nalice and nbob. This then reduces the SKR rate. This is clearly visible

by looking at the shapes of the curves in figures 4.2 - 4.3.

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed PLSKG scheme, we have im-

plemented the most relevant and representative PLSKG scheme for WSNs, which

is the scheme in [1], for comparison. Current state-of-the-art PLSKG schemes for

WSNs usually use a form of iterative quantisation to achieve key reconciliation. A

popular representative example is the scheme proposed in [1]. Its key reconcilement

proceeds as follows. nalice chooses a value t called a tolerance value and then quan-

tises the observed RSS samples with a quantisation level of ∆L = 2t (i.e. rounds off

each sample to the nearest multiple of ∆L). Node nalice then sends the quantised

values, tolerance, difference between the quantised values, and observed values to

nbob. nbob then uses the received information to quantise and then reconcile its key

with nalice.

After the key reconciliation stage, nalice and nbob trade a challenge-response message

to ascertain if they have successfully generated a common key. If the challenge-

response fails, the value of ∆L is incremented and the key generation process then

loops back to the beginning of the key reconciliation stage. This means that the

quantisation interval is increased with each iteration. This process continues until

nalice and nbob establish a common cryptographic key.
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The PLSKG scheme proposed in [1] was implemented and experiments were con-

ducted with the quantisation interval fixed at ∆L, where ∆L ∈ {3, 4}. The results

of the experiments are shown alongside the results of the proposed scheme in fig-

ures 4.2 - 4.3. From the graphs it is clear that the proposed scheme performs better

than the scheme in [1] for ∆L = 3 but slightly underperforms [1] for ∆L = 4. The

scheme proposed in [1] (and other similar iterative quantisation PLSKG schemes)

generally performs better as ∆L is increased but in the following section we will

prove that increasing values of ∆L in these schemes reduces key entropy and thus

stands to compromise security.

The graphs in figures 4.2 - 4.3 show plot points along with the second order best fit

curve. Due to the nature of the curve fitting process, the maximum point in the best

fit curve can exceed 1 even though the points themselves will never exceed 1. The

unit used for displaying the power is dBm, which can be converted to power in units

of watts using the formula 10(x−30)/10, where x is the power in dBm. The graphs

show that when using purely quantisation schemes, the key generation success rate

reduces with increasing transmit power with the rate at power level 0dBm and

quantisation interval 4 falling to around 0.9 at 10m and the rate at −3dBm falling

to around 0.8 at 10m. The graphs also show that in quantisation schemes the key

generation Also note that the key generation success rate decreases exponentially

with increasing distance and so if the distance was, for instance, doubled, then we

would expect the key generation success rate to fall by a factor greater than 2.
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Figure 4.2: Successful Key Generation Rate (SKR) versus Node Distance at 0dBm
for proposed scheme and for the scheme proposed by Wilhelm et. al [1] at different
quantisation levels.
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Figure 4.3: Successful Key Generation Rate (SKR) versus Node Distance at -3dBm
for proposed scheme and for the scheme proposed by Wilhelm et. al [1] at different
quantisation levels

There have been a few proposed key generation schemes over the past few years

such as the one in [1] but our scheme differs substantially from all the other prac-
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tical schemes for WSN nodes in a number of ways. Firstly, the biggest difference is

the use of ECCs to improve the error correcting capability of key generation. ECCs

have been proposed by a number of papers for 802.11 networks but no practical

implementation of the approach has surfaced in the 802.15.4 landscape. The use of

ECCs improves the scheme in a number of ways. It allows the key reconciliation

layer to be designed and benchmarked separately to give a true layered design ap-

proach. It also allows different ECCs to be removed and placed depending on the

power of the WSN node in question. For example, if a more powerful WSN node

is used, the designer might opt to replace the hamming code used in our scheme

with a slightly more powerful ECC without running the risk of breaking the system.

Secondly, unlike the other schemes, our approach does not quantise the RSS samples

directly, so a mismatch with the transmit power does not alter the key generation

capability. The only thing that matters in the key generation is the high frequency

components (the movements in the RSS sequence) but not the DC component (the

average RSS). This means that nodes do not have to be set to the exact same

transmit power in the channel sampling stage for successful key generation and re-

freshment to occur.

Thirdly, the scheme provides a mechanism on which to generate new keys which

uses not only the current state of the physical layer but also previous session keys

(and hence indirectly using previous physical layer states). This helps make the

scheme forward and backward secure.

In other 802.15.4 PHY layer schemes such as in [1], a single bit disagreement in

the quantised RSS samples causes the final key to disagree. These schemes combat

this by increasing the distance between quantisation levels until the two keys agree,

with no limit on how much the maximum distance can be. This poses a security

risk as the distance between quantisation levels could potentially get very big. In

our scheme, errors are corrected a lot more efficiently with the exact capability of

the error decoding process being clearly quantifiable.
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4.8 Security Analysis

4.8.1 Security Comparison of Key Reconciliation in Proposed Scheme

and State-Of-the-Art PLSKG Schemes

In this subsection we show that using iterative reconciliation is inefficient and po-

tentially insecure because the entropy of a sequence quantised with quantisation

level ∆L (X∆L) is lower than the entropy of the original observed sequence (X).

To do this we need to derive and analyse the value of α∆L for increasing ∆L, where

we define α∆L as the ratio defined in equation 4.13 below. The ratio of H(X) to

H(X∆L) should be 1 to α∆L. We first begin by getting an expression for α∆L for

the case where X is drawn from a uniform distribution. After this, we will proceed

to deriving α∆L in the general case and then finally provide an expression of α∆L in

the case where X has RSS values sampled from the RSS channel. In all the cases

we will prove that α∆L is less than 1 and hence the entropy of the generated key is

inversely proportional to ∆L.

α∆L = H(X∆L)
H(X) (4.13)

In the case where X is drawn from a uniform distribution and X is the set of

all possible outputs (i.e. the range of X). The number of elements in X is the

cardinality of X (|X |). The entropy of X can be evaluated as:

H(X) = −
∑

x
p(x) log p(x) = −

∑

x

1
|X | log 1

|X |
= log |X |

(4.14)

where p(x) is the probability distribution of x. The quantisation operation rounds

off values into the nearest multiple of ∆L and so it maps X to a set we denote as

X∆L. This means that the number of elements in X∆L is |X |/∆L. The entropy of

X∆L is then:

H(X∆L) = log |X |∆L
(4.15)

This then implies that α∆L = (1 − log|X |∆L) < 1 for the case when X is drawn
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from a uniform distribution. The fact that α∆L will always be less than 1 is due to

the fact that |X | > ∆L > 1, which causes the value of log|X |∆L to always take a

value in the range (0,1).

To get the expression of α∆L in the general case we first define an integer Lm as be-

ing equal to |X |/∆L and X = {1, 2, ..., |X|}. Quantising values in the range [1,Lm]

yields ∆L and quantising values in the range [Lm + 1 , 2Lm] yields 2∆L. Equation

4.16 shows how the quantisation process maps X to X∆L in the general case.

X −−→ X∆L

{1, ..., Lm, Lm + 1, ..., 2Lm, ...} −−→ {∆L, 2∆L, ...}
(4.16)

The probability distribution over the set X∆L is p∆L(x), where p∆L(x) can be cal-

culated from p(x) using equation 4.17. We can then calculate the value of H(X∆L)

as shown in equations 4.18 and 4.19.

p∆L(x = n∆L) = p((n− 1)Lm + 1) + ...+ p(nLm)

=
∑nLm

x=(n−1)Lm+1p(x)
(4.17)

H(X∆L) = −
∑

x∈X∆L

p∆L(x) log p∆L(x) (4.18)

H(X∆L) = −(P1 + ...+ PLm) log(P1 + ...+ PLm)− ...

−(P(∆L−1)Lm+1 + ...+ P|X |) log(P(∆L−1)Lm+1 + ...+ P|X |)
(4.19)

α∆L = −(P1 + ...+ PLm) log(P1 + ...+ PLm)− ...
−P1 logP1 − P2 logP2 − ...

= log(P1 + ...+ PLm)(P1+...+PLm ) + ....

logP P1
1 P P2

2 ...

=
log

∆L∏

n=1

(∑nLm

i=(n−1)Lm+1Pi

)
(∑nLm

i=(n−1)Lm+1Pi

)

log
|X |∏

i=1
P Pi

i

(4.20)

The fact that α∆L is less than 1 is a consequence of the mathematical inequality

shown in equation 4.21 for ni ∈ (0, 1). This proves that quantisation will always
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reduce the entropy of the original sequence, with the ratio of the original entropy

to the quantised entropy being 1 : α∆L.

(n1 + ...+ nM) log(n1 + ...+ nM)
n1 log n1 + ...+ nM log nM

< 1 (4.21)

To illustrate this point, a graphical representation of this phenomenon is shown in

figure 4.4. Figure 4.4 shows a sequence of integers in the range [−4, 4] and graphs

that result from the quantisation of the sequence with ∆L = {2, 3, 4}. From the

graphs it is clear to see how using large quantisation intervals is detrimental to

security as the entropy and hence the sequence variability of quantised signals is

dramatically reduced.

The linear received signal power is log-normally distributed [55] and so its discrete

form can be approximated by the log binomial distribution [56]. The probability

distribution p(x = i) = Pi in the case when the RSS is what we are sampling can

thus be expressed as follows:

Pi =
(
n

i

)
pi(1− p)n−i (4.22)

where

n = Number of RSS samples (4.23)

σ = Standard Deviation =
√
np(1− p) (4.24)

The standard deviation (σ) varies depending on the exact wireless communication

environment but empirical studies have estimated σ to be in the range of 5 to 12dB

depending on the environment [57].

The analysis above shows that iterative quantisation will negatively affect entropy

with increasing ∆L, with the rate at which entropy degrades not only being a

function of ∆L but also dependent on the actual probability distribution of RSS

values. This is in contrast to our ECC based reconciliation which forces node nbob
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Figure 4.4: Figure showing how the quantisation level ∆L affects entropy

to reconcile its key to the original key measured by node nalice and so does not

necessarily reduce the entropy of the key in the reconcilement stage.

4.8.2 Randomness testing

In order for keys to be used for cryptographic processes it must be ensured that

the generated keys have properties of randomness. The randomness of the gener-

ated keys was tested using the discrete frequency spectrum test, which is a part

of a standardised cryptographic randomness test [58]. NIST is a standards agency

which produces standardised randomness testing tools suitable for use in crypto-

graphic purposes.

The spectral test works by taking the discrete fourier transform (DFT) of a bit

stream and testing if the spectrum is similar to the spectrum that would be obtained
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Figure 4.5: The spectrum of the key sequence and the location of the 95% threshold

from a perfect true randomness source. If a sequence is truly random, then its

spectrum will approximately be flat because there will be no dominant frequency

components. In addition to this, if a spectrum is random, then 95% of the frequency

domain samples will be less than a threshold T where T =
√
n log(20) and n is the

length of the sequence. The test works by first calculating Nr, the mean number

of samples in the spectrum that would be below T in a truly random sequence

and Ns, the number of samples in the spectrum that are below T in the sequence

under test. The probability that the sequence under test is truly random is then

calculated using the deviation of Ns from Nr. If that probability is over 99%, then

sequence under test is deemed to be random [58]. The test proceeds as follows:

KeyStream = {k0‖k1‖...‖kNk−1} = x = {0, 1}n ⇔ {−1, 1}n (4.25)

X = DFT(x) =
n∑

k=1
xe(j2π(k−1)/n) =

n∑

k=1
f(k) (4.26)

p-value = 1− erf
(
|d|√

2

)
(4.27)

where

j =
√
−1 (4.28)
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Nk = (Number Of Keys Under Test) (4.29)

n = Nk × (Number Of Bits Per Key) (4.30)

d = Nr −Ns√
0.05Ns/2

(4.31)

Nr = 0.95× n (4.32)

Ns =
n∑

k=1





1 |f(k)| < T

0 |f(k)| > T

(4.33)

erf(u) = 1
2π

∫ u

0
e−t

2
dt (4.34)

A small p-value indicates strong evidence against our null hypothesis (our null hy-

pothesis is that the sequence under test is random). The NIST standard advises

us to accept a sequence with a p-value greater than 0.01 as being random [58]. In

order to test randomness, 75 different keys were computed and used to form a bit

sequence of length 2400 bits. The sequence was then tested using the spectral test.

The obtained spectrum can be seen in figure 4.5. The resultant p-value of the tested

bit stream was 0.589 which means the sequence has randomness properties.

The keys were also tested to see if they are well correlated in a static environment.

In this test, 75 keys were computed with a key refreshment period of one minute.

For each key, the correlation between itself and each of the other keys was computed

and the result plotted on the heat map shown in figure 4.6. The correlation coeffi-

cient between two keys is obtained by computing the cross correlation between the

keys and then taking the maximum correlation coefficient (CC) from the resultant

vector (this can be seen in equation 4.35). From figure 4.6 it is clear that different

keys do not correlate highly with each other between sessions on the vast majority

of occasions. The points in the map are keys which were generated by legitimate

parties nalice and nbob in the same session. Out of all key correlations, there is only

one rare occasion when subsequently generated keys correlated highly and only one
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Figure 4.6: Correlation Coefficients between Keys (only keys with the same index
should correlate highly)

other case of high correlation between key number 4 and key number 9. These

relatively rare high correlations could have been caused by channel conditions not

changing adequately enough between key generation intervals.

keyA = x = {0, 1}n ⇔ {−1, 1}n

keyB = y = {0, 1}n ⇔ {−1, 1}n

CC = |ρxy|

(4.35)

where

ρxy = E[xy]− E[x]E[y]√
E[x2]− [E[x]]2

√
E[y2]− [E[y]]2

(4.36)

4.8.3 Security Analysis against Common Attacks

It is also important to evaluate the security of the scheme in order to understand

the additional security benefits that our scheme brings in relation to existing key

refreshment and generation schemes. The biggest threat facing sensor networks is

arguably brought about by the fairly recent drive to connect them to the Internet
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to create what is known as the Internet of Things (IoT). Connecting devices in this

way leaves WSNs (which can have indirect access to the Internet via sinks / base

stations) vulnerable to a wide range of attacks from remote users who have access

to much more powerful computational resources.

It is important to make sure that if the key material that was originally deployed

with the WSN and/or key material used in a particular session is compromised by

a remote user, that user cannot use that information to discover any key material

used in any other session. In other words, we want our scheme to achieve perfect

forward and backward security.

A type of attack that WSNs are particularly vulnerable to is man-in-the-middle

(MITM) attacks. The most direct way an adversary could try and compromise the

process is by trying to snoop on communications between nalice and nbob and then

running through the key generation process to generate a key. Tests were done

with a third node, neve, being a distance of 2m away from nbob. nalice and nbob went

through the key generation process 75 times with neve also trying to generate a key

from messages sent from nalice. The correlation coefficient of the keys obtained from

nbob and neve are shown in figure 4.7. From the figure it is clear that the correlation

between keys generated at nalice and neve was not high, showing that this scheme

can be used even in relatively dense WSN deployments.

The case outlined above is the case where neve is passive. In an active case, neve

could try to and inject/broadcast to nalice and/or nbob. In this case, allowing only

packets that have been appended with a message authentication code (MAC) to

be used in the key reconciliation process will prevent malicious packets from being

injected by neve. In the event that neve tries to influence the wireless environment by

flooding the channel with malicious packets and in so doing raising the RSS of pack-

ets received in particular time intervals, nalice and nbob need to monitor the quality

of the link between them by looking at the link quality indicator. An increase in

RSS should correspond to an increase in Link Quality Index (LQI), so any inverse

relationship between RSS and LQI will indicate some possible malicious activity.
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Figure 4.7: Correlation Coefficients between Legitimate and Adversary Keys, D =
2m

There is also the possibility of an adversary trying to disrupt the process by jam-

ming the wireless channel. This could be done in two ways: i) the jammer might

just jam the particular 802.15.4 channel being transmitted on by transmitting high

power noise or ii) the attacker could flood the channel with 802.15.4 compliant pack-

ets. In the first case the 2.4GHz 802.15.4 PHY layer provides an inbuilt defence

for this using direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) technology. DSSS works by

encoding the bits to be sent with another pseudo random spreading bit sequence

of a substantially higher data rate than the data sequence and then transmitting

the result instead of transmitting the bits directly. Doing this has the effect of

spreading the information sent over a large bandwidth and in so doing preventing

narrowband indiscriminate jammers.

In the event of an adversary flooding the channel with 802.15.4 compliant packets,

the use of DSSS will not prevent the attack. Relying on the MAC only will not

prevent the attack as each malicious packet will need to be received, leading to a

denial-of-service attack. In this type of the attack, actions need to be taken at the

physical layer to minimise the impact. When the PHY layer transmits a packet, it

prepends the packet with a synchronisation (SYNC) header. The header does not
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contain any application specific information, it is used to make sure the transceiver’s

communicating can synchronise before the actual packet information starts. The

SYNC header used in the CC2420 is shown in figure 4.8.

In order to minimise the impact of flooding attacks, legitimate parties could switch

from the default 802.15.4 synchronisation header value of 0x00007A to a different

header unique value on a per packet basis when generating keys. A unique SYNC

header value will prevent flooding attacks because packet information (e.g destina-

tion address, packet length, etc.) will not even be read if the expected SYNC header

preamble and received SYNC header preamble differ by more than a set threshold

of bits (this threshold is configurable on the transceiver). The SYNC value is sent

as plaintext and so would need to change synchronously on a per packet basis in

order to foil attacks from sophisticated denial-of-service attackers who are snooping

on SYNC headers and also flooding at the same time.

                                            CC2420 
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additional zero symbols in SYNCWORD 
make CC2420 compliant with [1]. 

In reception, CC2420 synchronises to 
received zero-symbols and searches for 
the SFD sequence defined by the 
SYNCWORD register. The least significant 
symbols in SYNCWORD set to 0xF will be 
ignored, while symbols different from 0xF 
will be required for synchronisation. The 
default setting of 0xA70F thereby requires 
one additional zero-symbol for 
synchronisation. This will reduce the 
number of false frames detected due to 
noise.  

The following illustrates how the 
programmed synch word is interpreted 
during reception by CC2420: If SYNCWORD = 
0xA7FF, CC2420 will require the incoming 
symbol sequence of (from left to right) 0 7 

A. If SYNCWORD = 0xA70F, CC2420 will 
require the incoming symbol sequence of 
(from left to right) 0 0 7 A. If SYNCWORD = 
0xA700, CC2420 will require the incoming 
symbol sequence of (from left to right) 0 0 
0 7 A. 

In receive mode CC2420 uses the 
preamble sequence for symbol 
synchronisation and frequency offset 
adjustments. The SFD is used for byte 
synchronisation, and is not part of the data 
stored in the receive buffer (RXFIFO). 
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Figure 18. Transmitted Synchronisation Header 

 

16.2 Length field 
The frame length field shown in Figure 17 
defines the number of bytes in the MPDU. 
Note that the length field does not include 
the length field itself. It does however 
include the FCS (Frame Check 
Sequence), even if this is inserted 
automatically by CC2420 hardware. It also 
includes the MIC if authentication is used. 

The length field is 7 bits and has a 
maximum value of 127. The most 
significant bit in the length field is reserved 
[1], and should be set to zero. 

CC2420 uses the length field both for 
transmission and reception, so this field 
must always be included. In transmit 
mode, the length field is used for 
underflow detection, as described in the 
FIFO access section on page 31. 

16.3 MAC protocol data unit 
The FCF, data sequence number and 
address information follows the length field 
as shown in Figure 17. Together with the 
MAC data payload and Frame Check 
Sequence, they form the MAC Protocol 
Data Unit (MPDU). 

The format of the FCF is shown in Figure 
19. Please refer to [1] for details. 

Not Recommended For New Designs

Figure 4.8: Synchronisation Header [2]

We now consider another attack scenario where the current session key is Kj and an

adversary compromises the key material from a previous session Ki. If we had just

hashed the key (together with other deterministic information) when moving to new

sessions in order to refresh keys, as is the case with current WSN deployments, then

session keys used before Ki would not be computable because a hash is irreversible

but all session keys that come after Ki (including Kj) could be easily computed

from Ki by just applying successive hashes. This is a major problem because at

any time in the future, if the original key material K0 that the WSN was deployed

with is compromised, then all the session keys that have ever been used would be

at risk. If, on the other hand, our proposed scheme is used, then the compromise

of any session key will not compromise any other session key as the adversary will

not be able to evaluate the physical layer values used to refresh session keys. This
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is because the adversary would have no access to the values of fi in equation 4.12,

assuming that the advisory is not collocated with any one of the legitimate nodes.

A big advantage of a PLSKG scheme is that an adversary who has not been locally

there throughout the entire lifespan of the WSN network will find it very difficult

to compromise a key, even if they know all the key information loaded on nodes at

deployment.

4.9 Summary

In summary, this chapter has proposed a physical layer key generation scheme for

resource constrained wireless sensor networks. The scheme allows low power devices

to generate key securely using the RSS power channel that lies between them. This

is accomplished by hopping through a variety of frequencies in order to increase

variability and by using error correcting codes in the key reconciliation stage to

correct any errors which may exist between the legitimate parties.

The proposed scheme is aimed at stationary nodes and uses off-the-shelf WSN

devices. This is in contrast with most state-of-the-art schemes which require nodes

to be moving during the key generation process. The scheme uses a combination of

quantisation and error coding control to manage the key reconciliation stage of the

key generation process. The thesis also provides a new proof that existing schemes

that achieve key reconciliation by iterative quantisation reduce the entropy of the

resultant key for every iteration with no known method of bounding the entropy

loss, making it hard to estimate the entropy of the final generated key. If entropy

is lost in the key reconciliation stage but there exists no way to evaluate or bound

how much entropy is lost, then it is not possible to know how much entropy the

final generated key has or even ascertain if it has any entropy at all relative to an

adversary.

Randomness tests are conducted in order to ensure that the generated keys satisfy

basic randomness properties. From the implementation and testing of the pairwise

PLSKG scheme, we have shown that the generated keys indeed exhibit properties

of randomness.
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Chapter 5
Group Physical Layer Key Generation

5.1 Group Key Generation Fundamentals

Group key generation is concerned with the establishment of a common crypto-

graphic key between more than two legitimate nodes. Group secure key generation

aims to achieve this by using the physical layer wireless channel as a common source

of randomness. The established key should not be computable by an adversarial

node making channel observations via some degraded channel.

The key mechanism that allows for physical layer schemes to work is the presence of

some environmental advantage that allows legitimate nodes to estimate parameters

better than adversarial nodes. A condition which assures this (or the class of ad-

versarial channel that guarantees this) is a physically degraded adversarial channel.

A channel, hE is said to be degraded with respect to another channel hY if the

observations over that channel follow a distribution E which is equal to the sum of

a distribution Y (the distribution of observations over hY) and another distribution

which is independent from Y . A channel which is physically degraded with respect

to another channel is guaranteed to be noisier. Thus if an adversarial channel is

degraded with respect to all legitimate (or main) channel(s), then the main chan-

nel(s) is said to have some secrecy capacity, i.e. some key generation capacity.

As mentioned in chapter 2, in a lot of cases it can be difficult to ascertain if an

adversarial channel is indeed degraded, but in these cases we showed that minimum
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guarantees regarding the secrecy level can still be achieved.

The design of GPLSKG requires some modifications to the pairwise PLSKG scheme

defined in the previous chapter (particularly regarding the key reconciliation stage)

to enable the scheme to be more efficient in a group setting.

Let RL be power lost when transmitting between two nodes nA and nB that are a

distance dAB apart. If the two nodes transmit probes at a transmit power level of

PT, then the receive power at each of the nodes will be PRX ≈ PT−RL(dAB)±PN =

PT + ZAB. Where RL(dAB) is the loss at distance dAB and PN is noise power over

the channel, causing measurement inaccuracies, non-linearities etc. at the receiver.

The distribution of the loss distribution of RL(dAB) with distance dAB is dependent

on the environment but has been shown in chapter 2 to follow a random Gaussian

distribution in most circumstances.

Let an adversary, nE, be a distance dAE from nA and a distance dBE from nB. The

received power at nE from nA is PE ≈ PT−RL(dAE)±PN = PT +ZAE. In general, if

there exists a parameter P which can be estimated with uniform inaccuracy ±a by

legitimate parties but with an accuracy of ±b by adversaries then there is secrecy

or key generation capacity if b > a. This statement is true in general. If the distri-

bution of the noise experienced on the main channel is N1 and the distribution of

the noise experienced on the degraded adversarial channel is at best N2, then the

key generation capacity per sample can be shown to be at least H(ZAE)−H(ZAB).

The key generation capacity is the theoretical maximum number of bits that can

be generated per sample, and this capacity is generally hard to achieve in practice.

The generated key length has to be at most equal to the key generation capacity

for the key to have an entropy that is equal to its bit length.

A general diagram that shows the relation between the channels of concern in key

generation (ZAB, ZAC and ZAE) can be seen in figure 5.1a. It can also be shown

that the secrecy capacity per channel sample, Cs, is:
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Cs ≥ C∗m − C∗e (5.1)

where C∗m is the capacity between legitimate nodes and C∗e is the capacity between

any node and the adversarial node.

A random variable Xi is the distribution of the values observable at node ni. In the

special case where the adversarial channel is degraded with respect to legitimate

channels as in figure 5.1b then the secrecy capacity can be shown to evaluate to

satisfy:

Cs ≥ Cd
s (5.2)

A proof of the equation 5.2 can be found in [8]. It is difficult to compute the secrecy

capacity of a particular generic wireless system but computing the degraded secrecy

capacity gives a minimum secrecy rate Cd
s that the secrecy capacity Cs has to at

least equate to. We can thus know that exchanging n messages between nodes

taking part in group key generation can possibly extract a key of entropy nCd
s .
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Figure 5.1: GPLSKG between three legitimate nodes and one adversary (nE)

5.2 Group Key Generation

This section gives an overview of the proposed GPLSKG scheme, including its key

stages. The scheme is used to generate a common key between three legitimate

nodes nA, nB and nC. Figure 5.4 illustrates its operational process.

The three main stages of key generation in the group case are the same as those
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of the pairwise key generation case presented in the chapter 4, namely, i) random-

ness sharing stage, ii) the key reconciliation stage and the iii) privacy amplification

stage. Similar to the situation in the pairwise key generation, probes need to be

transmitted between legitimate nodes so that they can determine what losses were

experienced in each of the channels of concern at given sampling times and use those

sets of measurements to generate a correlated sequence of values which they can

then use to generate a common key. Unlike the pairwise PLSKG, in GPLKSG has

the option of having some of the legitimate nodes being more active than the others.

We will first look at group key generation in the scenario where we have three legit-

imate nodes,nA, nB and nC, which wish to generate a common cryptographic key

in the presence of an adversary nE who is a distance of least d away from all the

legitimate nodes. In the first instance, we will consider the nodes in a straight-line

topology where nC is equidistant from each of nA and nB. Due to the legitimate

nodes being on the straight line we naturally have the distance between nA and nB

(dAB) being twice the distance between nA and nC. A figure showing the topology

under consideration can be seen in figure 5.2.

nA nC nB
dAC dBC

dAB

Alice BobCharlie

Figure 5.2: Three legitimate nodes (nA, nB and nC) in a straight line topology

If nA broadcasts a probe at power level PT, node nC will receive the probe at power

level Rm,AC where Rm,AC ≈ PT − Lf(pAC) and nB will receive the probe at power

level Rm,AB where Rm,AB ≈ PT − Lf(pAB). The quantity of Lf(pij) is the power loss

incurred over the transmission channel on path pij from node ni to node nj. Note

that pij = pji. Similarly, if nC transmits a probe at power level PT, nA will receive

the probe at power level Rm,CA where Rm,CA ≈ PT − Lf(pAC) and nB will receive

the probe at power level Rm,CB where Rm,CB ≈ PT − Lf(pCB).

If nA and nB broadcast probes, then it is clear that nA and nB can compute a
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common key but it is not immediately clear that third node nC can also join the

key generation process to obtain a unique shared key established among nA, nB and

nC.

If nC wants to generate a common key with nA and nB primarily using information

obtained from the probes it has received from nA and nB, then it (together with nA

and nB) need to perform necessary computations on its measured values in order

to ensure that the resulting values it obtains are highly correlated to the measured

values at nA and nB. This has implications on the restrictions put on the location of

adversary nE because if nE is collocated with respect to any of the three legitimate

nodes, then nE could also generate the common key.

We will refer to nA and nB as active nodes as they participate fully in all the stages

of the group key generation process, and refer to nC as a partially passive node as

it will participate fully only in particular stages of the key generation process.

5.2.1 Wireless Channel Model

Consider two nodes, nA and nB, that wish to communicate wirelessly. The waveform

radiated from nA to nB traverses through space toward nB along some set of signal

paths {pl}. En-route to nB, various wireless phenomena distort the waveform. It

can be shown that the channel is approximately symmetrical [19]. This is due in

part to the fact that the signal traversal paths from nA to nB are the same as the

traversal paths from nB to nA.

Let the transmitted waveform be s(t) and the received waveform be r(t). The aver-

age power of the radio waveform at the point of leaving the transmitter, expressed

as E[s2], will differ from the average power of the received waveform, denoted as

E[r2]. This difference is due to a number of dispersive losses such as spatial dis-

persion which cause the radiated waveform to disperse in space, resulting in the

waveform traversing from nA to nB to lose power at a rate proportional to the node

separation distance, raised to some environmental dependent exponent. This is the

linear path loss, LPL [19].
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In addition, there are also time dispersive losses, which are predominately caused

by the fact that the wave propagates along different paths whilst traversing from

nA to nB. These different paths have different lengths, which cause different copies

of the waveform to arrive at different times - a situation commonly referred to as

time dispersion. This then leads to a Gaussian distributed power loss [12].

The final main class of losses are frequency dispersive losses which are brought

about by there being some relative velocity between communicating nodes. Due

to Doppler shifts, the receiver perceives a signal, which has a frequency of fTX, as

actually having a frequency of fRX, where fRX = fTX + ∆v
λ
fTX, ∆v is the relative

velocity, and λ is the wavelength. Such losses usually follow a Rayleigh distribution

[12].

Let PTX = E[s2] denote the transmit power, PRX = E[r2] the receive power, L the

total loss from the transmitter to the receiver, LSF the slow fading time disper-

sive losses, LFF frequency dispersive losses, and σ2 the variance of the Gaussian

distributed loss component. We then have the relations below:

PRX = PTX − L

≈ PTX − (LPL + LSF + LFF)

≈ PTX + Z

Where Z = −(LPL + LSF + LFF). If the nodes are stationary or near stationary,

then we have LFF ≈ 0, leading to the simplification below:

PRX u PTX − LPL − LSF (5.3)

PTX and LPL are constants. LSF follows a Gaussian distribution of mean 0 and

variance σ2. PRX thus gfollows a Gaussian distribution with mean (PTX−LPL) and

variance σ2 [12].

Due to the fact that the power loss channel like the channel impulse response channel

is approximately symmetrical, the power loss ZAB from nA to nB is approximately

be equal to the power loss ZBA from nB to nA. Also there are some factors that

introduce asymmetry to these channels and a detailed review of these can be seen

in [59]. The received power profiles, XAB and XBA, can thus be modelled as being
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of the following form:

XBA∼̇PTX + ZBA

∼̇PTX +N (−LPL, σ
2
BA) +N1

∼̇N (PTX − LPL, σ
2
BA) +N1

∼̇N (PTX − LPL, σ
2
BA) +N (0, σ2

N) (5.4)

and

XAB∼̇PTX + ZAB

∼̇∼̇PTX +N (−LPL, σ
2
AB) +N2

∼̇N (PTX − LPL, σ
2
AB) +N2

∼̇N (PTX − LPL, σ
2
AB) +N (0, σ2

N) (5.5)

Here, N1 and N2 are independent additive Gaussian distributed noises. N(µ, σ2) is

a Gaussian distributed random variable with a mean of µ and a variance of σ2. σ2
AB

and σ2
BA are the variances of the Gaussian distributed slow fading losses experienced

on the channel from nB to nA and nA to nB respectively.

Let I(XAB;XBA) denote the mutual information between XAB and XBA. It can be

shown [11] that if XAB and XBA are Gaussian distributed, then we have:

I(XAB;XBA) = −1
2 log(1− ρ2

AB) (5.6)

where ρAB is the Pearson correlation coefficient. Let xnAB and xnBA be long vectors

formed by sampling XAB and XBA n times, where n tends to ∞. Then the relation

in equation 5.7 holds [11]:

ρ2
AB ≈ corr(xnAB, xnBA) (5.7)

where

ρxy = E[xy]− E[x]E[y]√
E[x2]− [E[x]]2

√
E[y2]− [E[y]]2

(5.8)
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5.2.2 Adversarial Model Physical Layer Key Generation Problem

Statement

Adversary nE receiving a set of waveforms xnEA and xnEB from nA and nB respectively

will have access readings that follow the distributions of XEA and XEB respectively.

Its mutual information relative to the main channel between nA and nB takes the

higher value of I(XAB;XEA) and I(XAB;XEB).

The diagrams in figures 5.1a and 5.1b show the various channel models that are

applicable to the adversarial set-up.

Figure 5.1a shows the general channel model when a node nA is transmitting and

nodes nB, nC and nE are receiving. nA transmits packets at power level PTX. The

packets then traverse through the wireless environment and arrive at the receiving

nodes nC , nB and nE at receive power levels PTX−LCA, PTX−LBA and PTX−LEA,

respectively. These receive powers follow random variables denoted as XCA, XBA

and XEA respectively. Lij is the power loss over the channel from node nj to

node ni. These channel losses are random variables denoted as ZCA, ZBA and ZEA

respectively.

The objective of key generation is to generate a key between the legitimate nodes

with a high entropy relative to nE. This entropy of the generated key can be shown

to be maximum when the observations at the adversary are completely independent

and completely uncorrelated to the legitimate observations. It can also be shown

that the entropy of the generated key will be zero when the adversarial channel is

completely correlated with the legitimate channels.

In the case where the adversarial channel’s entropy is greater than the legitimate

channel’s entropy, it can be shown that the entropy of the generated key is minimised

when the general model in figure 5.1a can be represented in the degraded form shown

in figure 5.1b [8]. In the figure Z1, Z2 and Z3 in the figure are independent random

variables.

It can be shown that if the secrecy capacity of a scheme is denoted Cs, then Cs is

at least equal to CD
s , where CD

s denotes the secrecy capacity of a communication

scheme when the adversarial node’s observations are degraded with respect to the

main (i.e legitimate) channel observations as shown in figure 5.1b [8]. The secrecy
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capacity can thus be bounded as follows:

Cs ≥ CD
s = Cm − CE (5.9)

Where Cm is the capacity of the main channel and CE is the capacity of the adver-

sarial degraded channel. The degraded channel model allows us to conservatively

analyse the secrecy capacity of a scheme by using a lower bound for the maximum

achievable secrecy [8]. The degraded channel model is only applicable in cases where

H(ZAE) > H(ZBE) > H(ZCE), where H(X) is the entropy of the random variable

X. This property can be satisfied in practice by restricting the adversary to be

some distance away from the legitimate nodes. In this thesis we will be concerned

with key generation in the presence of an adversary nE making observations via a

degraded channel.

We now state the physical layer key generation problem for group key generation

with three nodes: nA, nB and nC . Given sets of sampled sequences with length n,

drawn from the correlated distributions observable at the three legitimate nodes,

define a key generating function f such that:

• A common key KABC = f(xnAB, xnAC) = f(xnBA, xnBC) = f(xnCA, xnCB) can be

generated.

• There exists no function g such thatKABC = g(xnEA, xnEB, xnEC). Where {xnEA, xnEB, xnEC}
are observations available to an adversary nE, which are correlated to the

main observations to some degree ρE = max{ρEA, ρEB, ρEC}. Without losing

generality we will take ρE = ρEA.

• Let g be the best function for estimating KAB with P(g(xnEA, xnEB, xnEC) =

KABC) ≈ 2−H(KABC).

For simplicity, only three legitimate nodes are considered in this paper, but the

scheme can be extended to deal with a much larger number of nodes, which will be

discussed in section 5.4.3.
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5.3 Quantisation

Quantisation involves sampling some continuous time signal and rounding the sam-

ples off to the nearest number in some predetermined discrete set of numbers. The

set of all valid output samples is the valid set of quantisation points. The set of

valid quantisation points is {pi}, which is also denoted as a quantisation vector Q

(i.e. Q = {qi}).

If the separation between the quantisation points is fixed and uniform, then the

quantisation scheme used is denoted as Qu
d where d is the separation between any

two adjacent quantisation points. In a uniform quantisation scheme, d is also the

average separation between the set of valid quantisation points. The range on which

the quantisation points all fall is [−R,+R), which can be explicit when needed by

denoting Qu
d as Qu

d,[−R,+R). In a uniform scheme Qu
d the quantisation points, {qi}

are defined by qi = −R + d/2 + (i− 1)d.

Let Rm,i be some set of values measured by a node i. The quantisation of Rm,i

using the quantisation vector Qu
d is denoted as Qu

d(Rm,i) and evaluates to some set

of quantised values. The concatenation of these quantisation values yields a weak

key Ki,u,d. In the case where the quantisation vector is a standard quantisation

vector which is Qu
1 , this key can just be denoted Ki.

A non-uniform quantisation vector consists of valid quantisation points which are

not uniformly spaced. A non-uniform quantisation scheme with quantisation points

{qi} is denoted as Qn
{qi}. The range on which the quantisation points all fall is

[−R,+R), which can be explicit when needed by denoting Qn
{qi} as Qn

{qi},[−R,+R).

Figures 5.3a and 5.3b show a set of different quantisation vectors. The quantisation

levels in figure 5.3a are all uniform and those in 5.3b are nonuniform.
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(a) Uniform Quantiser
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(b) Non-Uniform Quantiser

Figure 5.3: Main Types Of Quantisers

A quantisation vector can be expressed as the union on two quantisation vec-

tors. If a quantisation vector is expressed in this manner then the quantisation

vector has quantisation points from both quantisation vectors. For instance, the

quantisation vector which is the union of Qu
1,[−R,+R) and Qu

1,[−R,−R+1) is denoted

Qu
1,[−R,+R)

⋃
Qu

1,[−R,−R+1).
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Send and Receive Probes Receive Probes Send and Receive Probes

- Create k syndromes
{si}i∈[1,k]

-Decode k syndromes

-Pick which syndrome to
use and send its index

i

-Select Syndrome with
index i and send it to nB

and nC

{s} {s}

- Perform reconciliation
using syndrome s

- Perform reconciliation
using syndrome s

Privacy Amplification Privacy Amplification Privacy Amplification

Figure 5.4: Overview of Group PLSKG Scheme

5.4 Novel Physical Layer Group Key Generation Scheme

5.4.1 Randomness Sharing

The randomness sharing stage of the proposed scheme involves participants sending

probes over a set of pre-defined frequencies. In the pairwise setting, the participat-

ing nodes nA and nB trade Ni probes at each centre frequency. The frequency

hopping sequence is determined by some schedule S, which has Nj distinct centre

frequencies per round. The average RSS per centre frequency is then taken as the

measured RSS value over the frequency fj ∈ S. The set of measured RSS values
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Figure 5.5: Detailed Overview of Group PLSKG Scheme
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are then concatenated to form a measured RSS vector of size Nj.

The values are then passed through a zero order filter in order to gain a zero mean

vector. The resulting measured vector and the mean of the vector are then passed

to the second stage which is the key reconciliation stage.

In the group setting a third legitimate node nC is also present. In our proposed

scheme, nC joins the scheme by also measuring all probes sent over its channel by

the other legitimate nodes, but it sends only one message to other legitimate nodes

per frequency to facilitate frequency hopping synchronisation and to confirm that

it has successfully completed a round of RSS measurement.

Nodes nA and nB are active nodes as they actively send probes fully in the random-

ness sharing stage as in the pairwise case. nC is partially passive i.e. it does not

participate fully in the randomness sharing stage. nC gets its values by estimating

the losses by observing the probes received from nA and nB. Due to the scheme

having one of the nodes being partially passive, the key generation rate is lower,

which puts additional restrictions on the adversary as its channel is degraded with

respect to nA, nB and importantly nC . The topology of the three legitimate nodes

under consideration is a straight-line topology with nC equidistant from nA and nB.

This straight-line topology can be seen in figure 5.2.

Note that the scheme proposed in this paper can be applied to a non straight-line

topology with nodes nA, nB and nC . To justify this applicability, let nA and nB

once again be the active nodes in our GPLSKG scheme and let nC be the partially

passive legitimate node. Further to this, let dij = dji be the distance between ni

and nj.

The active nodes have access to RSS measurements xnAB and xnBA which can be

thought of as having been drawn from probability distributions XAB and XBA re-

spectively. Node nC has access to measurements xnCA and xnCB which can be thought

of as having been drawn from probability distributions XCA and XCB. In order to

generate a common key, all three nodes use their measurements to reconcile a com-

mon key.

Node nC uses a function fC(·) to estimate the measurements at nA (x̂nAB,C) and

node nB uses a function fB(·) to estimate the measurements at nA (x̂nAB,B). The
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mutual information between nA, nB and nC will then be at least proportional to

ρ = min{ρAB,C, ρAB,B} where ρ is the Pearson coefficient and the relation between ρ

and the mutual information will be lower bounded by the relation in equation 5.6.

Here, ρAB,C = corr(x̂nAB,C, xnAB) and ρAB,B = corr(x̂nAB,B, xnAB).

The function fC is the best-known estimator. In other words, fC has to ideally be

chosen to satisfy:

{
fC(xnCA, xnCB) : min

f
|f(xnCA, xnCB)− xnAB|

}
(5.10)

The function fC is thus the best known function for estimating the measured values

at nA from nC . The best known general function for estimating the loss at distance

dj using the measured path loss at distance di (where dj > di) is ([12]):

L̂PL = L(dj) = L(di) + 20 log10(dj − di) (5.11)

If the nodes are not in a straight-line topology, equation 5.11 can thus be used

to estimate the RSS values measured at the active nodes using the passive nodes

measured values. The estimator in equation 5.11 uses distance information and

so can only be used in cases where all nodes are aware of the network topology

beforehand.

The equation outlined in equation 5.11 estimates the path loss over the channel and

has an error which is known to vary depending on a wide variety of factors such

as the specific deployment environment and also known to increase with increasing

values of dj. The formulation of an exact, closed form expression for this error is

still an open problem. The received power can be estimated as:

P̂RX = PTX − L̂PL (5.12)

The difference between estimated power P̂RX and actual power PRX is:

|PRX − P̂RX| u |(PTX − LPL − LSF − LFF)− P̂RX|

u |(PTX − L)− (PTX − L̂PL)|

= |L̂PL − L| (5.13)
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Here, L = LPL + LSF + LFF. Equation 5.13 gives the error obtained when a path

loss model is used to estimate the received power. Although no exact closed form

expression exists for this error, different bounds have been investigated by different

works. The work in [60] empirically investigates the bounds on errors between

actual losses and losses predicted by loss models. The paper looks at a number

of loss models in different deployment environments and provides estimates of the

mean error of estimation in a set of sample environments.

If LPL ≈ L̂PL, then the equation in 5.13 can be bounded as follows:

|PRX − P̂RX| u |L̂PL − L|

≈ |LSF + LFF| (5.14)

As mentioned earlier, the frequency selective losses (LSF) are approximately zero

mean Gaussian distributed whilst the time selective losses (LFF) are either Rician or

Rayleigh distributed. In the case where nodes are approximately stationary we have

LFF ≈ 0. The average absolute deviation of the error is then approximately equal

to the mean absolute deviation (or mean absolute error) from a normal distribution

which can be shown to be equal to:

E [|LSF|] =
√

2σ2

π
(5.15)

Here, σ2 is the variance of the distribution followed by the random variable LSF.

Further to this, note that the entropy of a Gaussian distribution computes to [11]:

H(X) = 1
2 log2 2πeσ2 (5.16)

Where X is a Gaussian distribution with variance σ2 and e is a mathematical con-

stant that is approximately equal to 2.71828. From equation 5.16 we can evaluate

σ2 to be:

σ2 = 22H(X)

2πe (5.17)

which implies that
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E [|X|] =
√

2σ2

π

=
√

22H(X)

π2e
(5.18)

If we restrict ourselves to adversarial channels that are degraded relative to the

legitimate channels then by definition we have restricted ourselves to cases where

H(ZE) > max{H(ZA), H(ZB), H(ZC)}. Thus, in equation 5.18, we can see that

the mean absolute error will be greater for the adversary if the adversary has a

higher entropy (i.e. noisier) channel.

If the difference in distance between nA and nC (dAC) is significantly smaller than

the distance from nA to nB (dAB), then the RSS values at nC can be corrected by

6dB. This is because the path loss between two nodes is related to the distance

separating them according to the approximate relation outlined in equation 5.20

[12] which computes to approximately 6dB if dAB = 2dAC. This relation is only

valid for large separations and thus in the experiments this correction was done

when dAB ≥ 10m.

PL(dAB) ≈ 20 log10(dAB) + 10 log10

(
4πf
c

)

= 20 log10(dAB) + Constant (5.19)

PL(dAB)− PL(dAC) ≈ 20 log10(dAB)− 20 log10(dAC)

= 20 log10(dAB/dAC) (5.20)

Here, f is the frequency of the transmitted wave and c is the speed of light. If the

proposed scheme is not used in a straight-line topology, the relation in equation 5.20

can be used to provide an estimate of the RSS at the partially active node. This

is possible if the legitimate nodes are all aware of the deployment topology. The

adversarial node still needs to have an RSS channel that is degraded with respect to

all legitimate nodes in order to ensure that there is some secrecy capacity. Similarly

the scheme can be applied to a larger group of more than 3 nodes for group key

generation.
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5.4.2 Key Reconciliation

The aim of key reconciliation is to reconcile the measured vectors at all legitimate

nodes into one common key whilst denying some adversary the opportunity to

generate the common key. This is only possible if the legitimate nodes have keys

which correlate with each other to a degree higher than the correlation with the

adversarial key. In light of this, restrictions have to be put on the adversarial nodes

that our scheme is secure against. In practice this translates to location limitations

on the adversary i.e. the adversary cannot be collocated relative to the legitimate

nodes.

The proposed key reconciliation stage consists of two main steps, i) quantisation

and ii) error correction with error correcting codes. Quantisation with uniform

quantisation point distances has been proposed in the past for key reconciliation

schemes. A key limitation of this approach is the coarse manner in which it reduces

key entropy and the difficultly in establishing the maximum acceptable quantisation

interval, as detailed in [4].

This thesis proposes the use of a different binary encoding method from the standard

2’s complement for the quantiser, which we call uniform binary encoding. We then

show how such encoding allows us to have more knowledge about the structure of

the binary output from the encoder. This allows an ideal error threshold to be

quantitatively evaluated.

Once we have an error threshold, we can then use an error correcting procedure to

correct all errors in measured RSS values given that the number of errors is less

than the threshold. More importantly, we can ensure that an adversary is unlikely

to be able to reconcile a key if their number of errors passes the given threshold. In

the following sub-sections, we first consider a pairwise case and then extend it to a

group case.
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5.4.3 Quantisation and Encoding

5.4.3.1 Quantisation

Consider a standard uniform quantiser used to quantise sequences xnA and xnB, where

every value in each sequence is some RSS value in the range [−R,R], where R is a

real number.

The objective of quantisation is to quantise the measured physical layer values and

then formulate a binary sequence. This is done at both legitimate ends (i.e. at

nodes nA and nB). In addition we can assume that the adversary can also perform

the same operation if it wishes. A quantiser takes some real value as input and

rounds it to the nearest valid quantisation point. The index of the quantisation

point is the binary output from the quantiser. Here, the output binary sequence

is typically the 2’s complement binary representation of the quantisation point’s

index.

The result of this process is that the output binary sequence will be of length

no = n log2B, where n is the input sequence length and log2B is the bit depth (i.e.

the number of binary bits per sample), where the bit depth of the quantiser with

B levels is log2B.

The legitimate nodes now have to reconcile the key without the adversary being

able to reconcile their key. However, given that the correlation between the legiti-

mate nodes is ρAB and the correlation between the adversary’s key and any of the

legitimate keys is at most ρEA, where ρEA < ρAB, if the binary encoding used is the

2’s complement or even Gray coding, it is not possible to usefully bound the bit

error between the legitimate and adversarial sequences.

This is largely due to the fact that decimal samples which vary by large differences

can have very small bit differences in their bit representations. This is true for both

2’s complement and Gray coding. Gray coding reduces the problem slightly, as it

ensures that decimal numbers adjacent to each other have exactly one bit difference

but it does not guarantee large bit differences for large deviations. Tables 5.1, 5.2

and 5.3 show index encoding using 2’s complement, Gray coding and the proposed

uniform encoding scheme respectively. Note from the tables that for the 2’s comple-

ment and Gray coding, a large difference in decimal numbers does not necessarily
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translate to a high bit disagreement between their binary representations, a key

issue which makes error threshold bounding difficult.

Index 2’s Complement

0 0000
1 0001
2 0010
3 0011
4 0100
5 0101
6 0110
7 0111

Table 5.1: Standard Binary Encoding

Index Gray Code

0 0000
1 0001
2 0011
3 0010
4 0110
5 0111
6 0101
7 0100

Table 5.2: Gray Encoding

Index Uniform Distance

0 0000000
1 0000001
2 0000011
3 0000111
4 0001111
5 0011111
6 0111111
7 1111111

Table 5.3: Uniform Distance Encoding

A classical approach to tackling the issue of low successful key generation rates

(SKGR) in quantisation only key generation schemes is to reduce the fidelity of the

quantiser by iteratively reducing the number of quantisation points in the uniform

quantiser up until the point where nA and nB can reconcile a common key.

If a quantiser, QL(x), is uniform with spacing between L quantisation levels, then

there are 2R/L quantisation points, so the quantiser has a bit depth of log2(2R/L).
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Doubling the spacing to form another quantiser Q2L(x) increases the SKGR, but

doing so raises a number of issues. The first one is the loss of entropy of the

generated key - an issue discussed in [4]. This results in more RSS measurements

being required.

A much more serious issue is that there is no clear way of knowing at what point

the separation between the quantisation points is so large that there is no secrecy

capacity left (i.e. the point at which the adversary would be able to theoretically

reconcile the key).

In order to tackle these issues, this paper proposes a uniform binary encoder (ϕ(·))
which ensures that given decimal numbers a and b, equation 5.21 holds:

HD

(
ϕ(a), ϕ(b)

)
= |a− b| (5.21)

Here, HD(i, j) is the hamming distance between binary numbers i and j. If we use

the uniform binary encoding, then we know that:

|xnA − xnB| =
n∑

i=1
|xiA − xiB|

=
n∑

i=1
HD

(
ϕ(xiA), ϕ(xiB)

)

= eAB (5.22)

Thus, we can find the expected value of xnA−xnB and then bound the total expected

number of bit errors between the quantised binary sequences xnA and xnB (eAB). Sim-

ilarly we can bound the total expected number of bit errors between the quantised

binary sequences at the adversary and nA, xnE and xnA (eE = min{eAE, eBE}). We

can then choose an error correcting code with a threshold eT where eT ∈ [eAB, eE).

We now proceed to defining the difference distribution XD which is a random vari-

able XD = XAB − XBA. We first evaluate the expected value of |XD| and then

relate it to expected bit errors between the quantised binary sequences xnA and xnB.

Given two normal random variables X and Y where
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X ∼ N (µX , σ2
X)

Y ∼ N (µY , σ2
Y )

with a Pearson coorelation ρAB. Here, µX and µY are the means of the random

variables X and Y respectively. σ2
X and σ2

Y are the variances of X and Y . The

random variable Z = X − Y is:

Z ∼ N (µX − µY , σ2
X + σ2

Y − 2ρXY σXσY ) (5.23)

From equation 5.23, we thus know

XD ∼ N (µD, σ2
D) (5.24)

where µD = µAB − µBA and σ2
D = σ2

AB + σ2
BA − 2ρABσABσBA. The distribution of

a random variable |X| is the folded normal distribution if X is normal. The mean

of the folded normal |X| is σX
√

2/π, where σX is the standard deviation of X.

Applying this to XD yields the mean of the distribution |XD| as:

E{|XD|} = σD
√

2/π

By the weak law of large numbers, we have E{|XD|} → µ|D| = σD
√

2/π. This is

enough to show that the expected value of |XD| tends to be µ|D| as n tends towards

infinity. eAB can then be estimated for large n as:

eAB ≈ nE{|XD|}

= nσD
√

2/π

=
√

(σ2
AB + σ2

BA − 2ρABσABσBA)× n
√

2/π (5.25)

Similarly we expect the adversary to have eE errors where eE is:

eEA ≈
√

(σ2
EA + σ2

AE − 2ρEAσEAσAE)× n
√

2/π (5.26)

eEB ≈
√

(σ2
EB + σ2

BE − 2ρEBσEBσEB)× n
√

2/π (5.27)
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eE = min{eEA, eEB} (5.28)

The error threshold used in the key reconciliation stage can therefore be set to

a value eT where eT ∈ [eAB, eE). Where the values of eAB and eE are given by

equations 5.25 and 5.28 respectively.

If two different numbers, a and b, are quantised by a quantiser with a uniformly

spaced quantiser with a spacing of l, using the uniform distance binary encoding

yields two binary numbers, al and bl, where HD(0, al⊕bl) = el and el ≥ (a−b)/l+1.

A quantiser with spacing l is a function that takes a binary number x1 and outputs

a binary number x1,l where:

x1,l = Qu
l (x1) =

⌊
x1

l
+ 1

2

⌋
(5.29)

=⇒ Qu
l (x1)−Qu

l (x2) =
⌊
x1

l
+ 1

2

⌋
−
⌊
x2

l
+ 1

2

⌋

≤
(
x1

l
+ 1

2

)
−
(
x2

l
− 3

2

)

= x1 − x2

l
+ 2 (5.30)

=⇒ E [(Qu
l (x1)−Qu

l (x2))] ≤ E
[
x1 − x2

l
+ 2

]

= 1
l
E [x1 − x2] + 2 (5.31)

Further to the above, consider a quantisation regime where half of the range is quan-

tised by a quantiser with spacing l1 and the other half is quantised by a quantiser

with spacing l2, where l1 < l2, i.e.

Qn
d(x) =





Qu
l1(x) x ∈ [−R, 0)

Qu
l2(x) x ∈ [0,+R]

(5.32)
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E [|(Qn
d(x)−Qn

d(y))|]

= P(x < 0, y < 0)E(|Qu
l1(x)−Qu

l1(y)|)

+ P(x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0)E(|Qu
l2(x)−Qu

l2(y)|)

+ P(x ≥ 0, y < 0)E(|Qu
l2(x)−Qu

l1(y)|)

+ P(x < 0, y ≥ 0)E(|Qu
l1(x)−Qu

l2(y)|) (5.33)

If P(x ≥ 0, y < 0) and P(x < 0, y ≥ 0) are small, then

E [|(Qn
d(x)−Qn

d(y))|]

≈ P(x < 0, y < 0)E(|Qu
l1(x)−Qu

l1(y)|)

+ P(x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0)E(|Qu
l2(x)−Qu

l2(y)|)

≈ 0.5E(|Qu
l1(x)−Qu

l1(y)|)

+ 0.5E(|Qu
l2(x)−Qu

l2(y)|)

≤ 1
2l1

E [x− y] + 1
2l2

E [x− y] + 2 (5.34)

So if the non-uniform quantiser being used is of the form in equation 5.32, the

expected difference can be computed in general using equation 5.33 or approximated

by equation 5.34 in cases where the chance that the measured values at legitimate

nodes fall in different ranges is deemed to be small.

5.4.3.2 Error Correction Coding

The error coding stage aims to correct up to eA errors in the measured binary

sequences. This ideally has to be done using an error correcting code of block size n

which will correct all errors in the measured binary sequences with a total number

of errors less than eA and more importantly not allow the adversary with eE errors

to reconcile them. The analysis of this requirement begins below with the pairwise

situation and then extends to the group setting.

The error threshold to be set for the scheme, eT, thus has to be within the integer set

{[eA, eE)}. Note that if the error threshold is eT then the entropy of the reconciled

key is at most nH((eE − eT)/n), a point which can be proved. Note that the

adversary’s sequence has eE errors relative to any of the legitimate sequences, so
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there exists some n bit sequence of hamming weight eE − eT that can be XOR’ed

(⊕) with the adversarial sequence to yield a sequence with a bit disagreement of eT

relative to a legitimate sequence. That sequence has an entropy of nH((eE−eT)/n)

where H(·) is the binary entropy function.

Once a suitable error correcting code has been identified, the error correction can

proceed as detailed in [4]. The process involves node nA generating a random

number r, padding it with nA’s binary sequence xA to form a new binary sequence

called a syndrome s, and sending s to node nB. nB can then reconcile xA using its

sequence xB by following the processing sequence below:

nA :

s = C(r)⊕ xA

nB :

r̂ = Decode(s⊕ xB)

= Decode(C(r)⊕ xA ⊕ xB)

= Decode(C(r)⊕ e)

= r (if HD(e,0) ≤ eT )

=⇒ x̂A = C(r̂)⊕ s

(5.35)

Once again let n denote the length of binary sequences xA at nA and xB at nB. In

order to reconcile the sequences with eT errors, we ideally need some error correcting

code , C = (n, λ), with a block size n and a rate R = λ/n, which corrects all errors

up to eT . Such a code is called a perfect code of block size n and error correcting

capability eT . The main problem is that there are only finitely many perfect codes.

Table 5.4 lists all known binary perfect codes.

Code n eT

Repetition codes (odd block length) 2m+ 1 1
Hamming Code 2m − 1 1

Binary Golay Code 23 3

Table 5.4: Binary Perfect Codes (m ∈ Z+)

The variable m can take the value of any positive integer (i.e. m ∈ Z+). There

are of course other error correcting codes such as low-density parity check (LDPC)

codes and Turbo codes with large block sizes but these codes do not have a set
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error threshold eT above which we can be confident that they will not correct errors

[61]. They are also usually only optimal for large block sizes, which makes their

implementation in software very resource-intensive and thus not usually suitable for

low resource devices.

A possible way to get around this problem is to divide the binary sequences into

blocks of size nc, create a syndrome for each block and transmit them over the

channel to reconcile keys. Note that the number of blocks is β = n/nc. The error

correction would be accomplished by using a block code of size nc which can correct

up to eT/β errors. In order for key reconciliation to be successful, every block

should have at most eT/β errors, which is a stricter requirement than just eT errors

over n bits.

We now proceed to estimate the probability of successful key reconciliation using

the method of types. A binary sequence of length n with n1 ones and n2 zeros is

referred to as being a sequence of type class P = {n1, n2}, expressed as Tn(P ). In

this paper we will denote a type, Tn(P ) with P = {n1, n2}, simply as Tn(n1) to

shorten the notation. Note that the number of sequences of type class Tn(n1) is:

|Tn(n1)| =
(
n

n1

)
(5.36)

We will define an n bit sequence to be of the form Fn,nc({n1, n2, ..., nβ}), if the first

block of nc bits has exactly n1 ones, the second block of nc bits has exactly n2

ones, etc. Another way of seeing Fn,nc is as a sequence of length n which is formed

by concatenating β (where β = n/nc) sequences of size nc each, where the first

sequence has a hamming weight of n1, the second one has a hamming weight of

n2, etc. A function γ(i, {n1, n2, ..., nβ}) returns the number of elements in the set

{n1, n2, ..., nβ} which are equal to i. Note that if i > nc then γ(i, {n1, n2, ..., nβ})
returns 0 because of max{n1, n2, ..., nβ} ≤ nc.

Let eT = eA +α, where sequence xA with size n has eA bits of disagreement relative

to another sequence xB (i.e. eA errors). α is an integer combining l non-negative

integers that sum up to α. The l-partition of α is defined as the number of combi-

nations of l non-negative integers that sum up to α. Also, let Sα signify the set of

all partitions of α with each having length β.
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Assume an error correcting code of block size nc that can correct up to eT/β errors

is used. Error correction will be possible if xA is divided into nc blocks and there

are at most eT/β errors per block.

If eT = eA + α then:

eA = eT − α

(neA1 + ...+ neAβ ) = eT − (nα1 + ...+ nαβ)

=
(
eT
β

+ ...+ eT
β

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
β times

−(nα1 + ...+ nαβ)

=
(
eT
β
− nα1

)
+ ...+

(
eT
β
− nαβ

)
(5.37)

Where, (neA1 + ... + neAβ ) = eA and (nα1 + ... + nαβ) = α are partitions of eA and α

in line with the β blocks of xA respectively. Equation 5.37 allows us to express the

set of numbers in a partition of eA in the following form:

{(
eT
β
− nα1

)
, ...,

(
eT
β
− nαβ

)}
(5.38)

which is a relation we will use to simplify computations later on.

For simplicity, we use the shorthand notations Fn,nc = Fn,nc({n1, n2, ..., nβ}), and

γ(i) = γ(i, {n1, n2, ..., nβ}). Note that the number of sequences in Fn,nc , |Fn,nc |, is:

|Fn,nc | = |Tnc(n1)||Tnc(n2)|...× |Tnc(nβ)|

If every element in {n1, n2, ..., nβ} is different then the total number of permutations

of the numbers in the set {n1, n2, ..., nβ} is β!. If there are γ(1) numbers in the set

that take on the same value as 1, γ(2) numbers in the set that take on the same

value as 2 etc., then the total number of possible permutations of the numbers in

{n1, n2, ..., nβ} is:

(
β

γ(1), γ(2)..., γ(nc)

)
= β!
γ(1)!γ(2)!...γ(nc)!

(5.39)

Thus the total number of sequences of form Fn,nc({keA1 , keA2 , ..., keAβ }) where {keA1 , keA2 , ..., keAβ }
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is a permutation of {neA1 , neA2 , ..., neAβ } is:

(
Num Of Sequences of form

Fn,nc({k1, k2, ..., kβ})

)
(5.40)

=
(

Num Of Permutations
of {n1, n2, ..., nβ}

)
×
(

Num Of Sequences of
form Fn,nc({n1, n2, ..., nβ})

)

The error correcting process involves dividing the n bit sequence into β sub-blocks

and then using an error correcting code which can correct up to eT/β errors on each

block. To this end, an n bit sequence is only correctable if each of the individual sub-

blocks has less than eT/β errors. Using this method, it is thus possible for some

sequences with errors totalling eA to be reconcilable. The number of sequences

which are reconcilable is:

NCORRECTABLE =

=
|Sα|∑

s∈Sα

(
β

γ(1)γ(2)...γ(nc)

)
×

|Fn,nc(v − s)|

=
|Sα|∑

s∈Sα

(
β

γ(1)γ(2)...γ(nc)

)
×

∣∣∣∣∣Fn,nc

({(
eT
β
− nα1

)
, ...,

(
eT
β
− nαβ

)})∣∣∣∣∣

=
|Sα|∑

s∈Sα

(
β

γ(1)γ(2)...γ(nc)

)
×

∣∣∣∣∣Tnc

(
eT
β
− nα1

)∣∣∣∣∣ ...
∣∣∣∣∣Tnc

(
eT
β
− nαβ

)∣∣∣∣∣ (5.41)

Where v = {eT/β}β = {eT/β, ..., eT/β} and s = {nα1 , nα2 , ..., nαβ}. s is a partition of

α. The probability that a sequence is correctable is:

PC = NCORRECTABLE

NTOTAL

= NCORRECTABLE

|Tn(eA)|

= 1
|Tn(eA)|

|Sα|∑

s∈Sα

(
β

γ(1)γ(2)...γ(nc)

)
×

∣∣∣∣∣Tnc

(
eT
β
− nα1

)∣∣∣∣∣ ...
∣∣∣∣∣Tnc

(
eT
β
− nαβ

)∣∣∣∣∣ (5.42)

Here, PC is the probability that a sequence of length n with eA errors is correctable
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by using error correcting codes of block size nc and error correcting capability eT/β

to reconcile the keys.

5.4.3.3 Interleaving

Interleaving a bit sequence involves randomly switching the positions in a bit se-

quence. It is typically used in wireless communications to combat burst errors. In

the proposed scheme, after a measured sequence is quantised into binary bits, the

resulting sequence is interleaved. This is for two purposes to help in combating

burst errors and aiding key reconciliation.

As outlined earlier, error correction in key reconciliation will only be successful if the

error vector between the two sequences that need to be reconciled, e = HD(xnA, xnB),

is of the form Fn,nc({n1, n2, ..., nβ}) where max{ni} ≤ eT/β. In other words, the

first nc bits in the sequences have less than n1 bits mismatching, the second block of

nc bits in the sequences have less than n2 bits mismatching, etc. Where all blocks

have less than eT/β bits mismatching. The quantity ∑i ni = eA is the number of

mismatching bits or errors.

The probability that some arbitrary pair of sequences which differ by eA bits and

have a form described above, is PC and thus the probability that they cannot be

reconciled is (1 − PC). If we have a pair of sequences, xnA and xnB, which have

HD(xnA, xnB) < eT but are not reconcilable, then synchronously interleaving the

sequences once could make the resulting sequence reconcilable. The probability for

this is at most PC.

If interleaving is used iteratively k times and all those k permutations of the binary

sequences are random, then the probability that all of those permutations are un-

reconcilable is (1−PC)k and thus the probability that one of them is reconcilable is

1− (1− PC)k. A syndrome can thus be created for each permutation of the binary

sequence that needs to be reconciled and those syndromes are sent wirelessly to

other legitimate nodes. These nodes can then permute their sequences in a similar

manner and attempt reconciliation with all syndromes. It is important to note that

if multiple syndromes are used, every syndrome should be generated using different

random numbers. The multiple syndromes can then be sent as one packet.

Iteratively permuting the sequences can thus aid in key reconciliation although care
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needs to be taken so that the scheme remains efficient. This is because having too

many iterations may prove to be energy inefficient as it increases the number of

bytes transmitted in the key reconciliation stage.

5.4.3.4 Extension to the Group Setting

In the group setting, not all legitimate nodes have sequences that are correlated to

the same degree. This poses additional challenges that need to be considered when

designing the relevant group key generation scheme. In particular, passive node nC
that gets its measurements by combining RSS measurements from the active nodes’

probes will have readings that do not correlate as highly as with the active nodes

and thus will not be able to jointly reconcile its key if the threshold has been set as

in the pairwise case.

To this end, threshold eT has to be set at a lower level. The key reconciliation

process can thus proceed in the same way as in the pairwise case but with the

syndrome sent to third node nC as well. The third node, knowing the positions

of the legitimate nodes, tries to approximate readings as closely as possible. The

proposed GPlSKG scheme shows how this key generation process can be achieved

with three nodes - nA, nB and nC .

In cases where there are more than three nodes the scheme extended to account

for the additional legitimate nodes although some important factors need to be

taken into account. When used in an expanded group PLSKG set-up (i.e. used in

situations where there are more than 3 nodes), the node that should be chosen to act

in the exact same way as nC should be the node with the most degraded channel

(i.e the node with the ’noisiest’ channel with respect to the active nodes). All

arguments made in this section would then still hold. Care needs to be taken that

the error threshold (eT ) is set to a threshold value that is lower than the expected

number of errors at the adversarial node (nE). If any of the legitimate nodes have

wireless channels which are noisier than the adversary’s channel then key generation

can not take place as there would be no secrecy capacity. If the adversary is not

collocated with respect to the legitimate nodes then it can be shown that there will

be secrecy capacity.

The analysis above shows that the size of the key the nodes need to agree when
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using the scheme is dependent on the lowest long term correlation between any two

legitimate channels. This means that we would expect the key generation rate to

fall as the number of nodes in a group increases. Also as members leave the group,

new keys would not be able to be generated if the nodes still remain collocated with

respect to the nodes that are left to the group. If, on the other hand, nodes leave

the area, then their keys can be refreshed using the pairwise key generation and

refreshment scheme detailed in the previous chapter. Similarly, when new nodes

move into the area to join the group, new keys can be established using the scheme.

In addition, the maximum number of nodes in a group, beyond which our scheme

would not work effectively, together with the location distribution of the nodes

still needs further investigation, which this research project does not have sufficient

sensor nodes to carry out.

5.4.4 Privacy Amplification

The key idea of privacy amplification is to conduct further processing on the key in

order to ensure that the reconciled key is fit for use for cryptographic purposes. In

order for privacy amplification to be successful, the legitimate nodes need to have

the same sequence, so privacy amplification is carried out after the error correction

stage. The main operation in this stage is the hashing of the reconciled sequence

(together with other information) to form the key used for communication. If the

key generation scheme is used for key refreshment, then the reconciled key can

be hashed with a previous key in order to form a new session key. The privacy

amplification stage in the scheme is conducted similarly to the pairwise scheme in

[4], which is outlined below for the case of key refreshing.

Let the reconciled key in the current ith session be denoted as Ki, the previous

session key as Ki−1, the recovered random number from the key reconciliation stage

as ri, the reconciled sequence as xi, the ith session’s secret information as fi and a

secure hash function as h(·). The current key is computed by each node as:

fi = h(fi−1||xi) (5.43)

Ki = h(Ki−1||fi||ri||i) (5.44)

After the key has been generated, the nodes can check whether the key generation
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has been successful by trading challenge-response packets. If the key generation

process has been successful, then the nodes can proceed to use the generated key.

5.5 Detailed Overview Of GPLSKG

A detailed overview of the GPLSKG process can be seen in figure 5.5, which in-

cludes three main stages as outlined in earlier sections. In the randomness sharing

stage, the nodes measure the receive power of incoming packets across the different

frequency channels. The nodes need to agree on what sequence of frequency chan-

nels to use beforehand. This information is called the schedule. The ith measured

value over the jth channel in the schedule S is Vij. The measured vector consists of

the concatenation of the mean RSS values over each channel. The measured vector

is filtered by computing the first order difference, which makes the resulting vector

zero mean. The vector is then passed onto the key reconciliation stage.

In the key reconciliation stage, nA computes a number of candidate syndromes with

each syndrome produced with a different random number and a sequence formed

by quantising the sequence passed on from the randomness sharing stage with a

different quantisation vector. The candidate syndromes are transmitted to nC and

nC sends the index of the syndrome to be used back to nA. nA can then proceed

to use the syndrome that corresponds to the chosen index for key reconciliation.

The chosen syndrome is then broadcast to all legitimate nodes that perform key

reconciliation using the procedure in equation 5.35.

The nodes could carry out key reconciliation by just generating keys with each can-

didate syndrome and then choosing the successfully generated key with the highest

entropy in the privacy amplification stage but this would waste computational re-

sources. Instead, the node nC picks the index of the specific syndrome to use and

then sends it to nA as outlined above. The syndrome chosen is the successfully

reconciled syndrome which has been computed using the quantiser with the lowest

average separation between quantisation levels.

A simple way to ascertain which syndrome to use is to choose the random numbers

used in the key reconciliation stage such that they form a hash chain (i.e. r1 =

H(r0), r2 = H(r1), ..., rn = H(rn−1)). Note that if a node can perform reconciliation
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with a syndrome that has been computed using a sequence that has been quantised

with a vector Qu
L1 , then the node can also reconcile using a syndrome that was

formulated with Qu
L2 , where L2 > L1. The node can thus just pick the syndrome

with the lowest separation distance that has also been deemed as being successfully

reconciled. Where the successful reconciliation of the syndrome si with index i is

ascertained by checking if ri+1 = H(ri).

If the key reconciliation stage is performed with an ECC of length n and decoding

threshold eT and also the uniform quantisation is used, then the lowest acceptable

average separation between quantisation points can be set to a value no less than

2R/L. Where the range of the RSS values is [−R,R] and L is determined such

that:

log2 L > I(XA;XE) + 1
n
eT

= −1
2 log2(1− ρ2

AE) + 1
n
eT (5.45)

Here ρAE is the maximum correlation between the adversarial node and the legiti-

mate node, which the scheme is designed to be secure against. Note that if nodes

nA and nE both sample random variables XA and XE n times respectively to form

two sequences xnA and xnE, then the amount of information they share is dependent

on the mutual information between XA and XE (i.e. I(XA;XE)). If nodes nA

and nE want to derive a common bit sequence from their respective observations,

then the longest sequence they can derive with an arbitrarily small bit error prob-

ability is nI(XA;XE) information bits long. It then follows that if the sequences

xnA and xnE both have n log2 L information bits then at least n log2 L− nI(XA;XE)

bits would need to be corrected in order to ensure that the bit sequences recon-

cile. It then follows that if only eT disagreeing bits are corrected in a sequence

of length n log2 L, then nA and nE will not be able to reconcile their sequences if

n log2 L− nI(XA;XE) > eT. This leads to the relation in 5.45.

After the key has been reconciled by all the nodes, the key is passed onto the privacy

amplification that is conducted in the way outlined in section 5.4.4.
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5.6 Implementation, Evaluation and Comparison

5.6.1 Implementation of Proposed GPLSKG Scheme

In order to evaluate the performance and practicality of the secure group key gener-

ation scheme proposed in this paper, we implemented the scheme on wireless sensor

nodes using the NesC programming language. The nodes ran the TinyOS operating

system, which is an operating system for low power communication devices. Three

nodes, nA, nB and nC , follow a straight-line topology similar to the one shown in

figure 5.2, with nC equidistant from nA and nB.

Note that because nC ’s measurements are estimated observations, they will not

correlate with nA’s measurements to the exact same degree as the measurements

at nB. This leads to i) lower entropy keys and ii) additional restriction on the

adversary relative to the pairwise case. The later condition relates to ensuring

that the adversarial channel is degraded (and hence worse than nC ’s channel).

Experiments were in a line-of-sight, indoor setting ran over different separation

distances with a random frequency hopping schedule (i.e nodes pick a sequence in

which to cycle through different frequencies randomly before the key generation

process starts).

Previous GPLSKG schemes have been designed and targeted for use by mobile

nodes and they thus measure the values of various properties of mobile channels

and use that information to generate keys. The schemes in [47][48] for instance use

the fading trend in mobile channels to generate a common key between legitimate

nodes. Due to the fact that our proposed scheme is meant for stationary nodes,

a direct comparison of SKGR between the two is not straightforward. However,

comparisons can still be made of the various components of the different schemes

(e.g. the quantisation and error correction operations) and the case for why our

proposed scheme allows keys to be generated in a more secure manner.

The proposed scheme will therefore be compared in sub-section 5.6.2 with state-

of-the-art GPLSKG schemes which are known to have practical implementations.

The most relevant of these are the schemes in [47][48].

Group key generation was conducted using i) various average separations of the
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quantisation points in the quantiser and ii) two different binary encoding proce-

dures - the 2’s complement encoding and the proposed uniform distance encoding

procedure. Figures 5.6 - 5.11 show the achieved SKGR for different separation

distances and the two encoding procedures. Further comparison with the current

state-of-the-art practical GPLSKG schemes is given in subsection 5.6.2.

When using 2’s complement encoding, increasing the quantisation levels increases

the SKGR. The SKGR also reduces with increasing separation distance between

nodes. When using uniform encoding, the SKGR remains near 1 for low separation

distances but then starts to decrease as the separation distance also increases. In

terms of the effect of quantisation intervals, it is clear from the figures that increasing

the quantisation interval increases the SKGR in most instances, which one would

naturally expect, but what the figures also show is that using the uniform encoder

provides improvements in SKGR as illustrated in figures 5.6 - 5.7. This is due to

the fact that for the proposed uniform distance encoder, if two different sequences

with a set difference of d are quantised, then the output binary sequences will also

vary by d.

This means that if the expected difference between two vectors is d, then the differ-

ence between the two vectors will still be d after they are quantised with the uniform

distance binary encoder. In the case of 2’s complement encoding, the two quantised

vectors could have a difference of more or less than d. In PLSKG, we know that the

legitimate nodes have access to RSS measurements that are more closely correlated

to each other than the measurements available at the adversarial node and thus

have a lower expected difference to each other relative to the adversarial node. The

key goal here is to ensure this property is maintained even after the quantisation

process. The key reconciliation process can then be designed in a manner that only

allows errors less than a given threshold to be corrected. Thus the threshold has

to be set to a value greater than the expected number of errors at the legitimate

nodes and less than the expected number of errors between a legitimate node and

the adversarial node.

This advantage is in addition to the main advantage outlined earlier, which guaran-

tees that the adversary will have a higher expected number of errors in their quan-

tised observations provided that i) the measured sequences length in use is high and

ii) the adversary’s channel is degraded with respect to the legitimate channels. The
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trade-off of using the uniform distance encoder is the binary sequence length, with

every quantisation index encoded by the 2’s complement scheme being shorter by

a factor of (logM)/M , where M is the number of quantisation points.

The above fact means that if a measured RSS value is an integer with a range of M

(i.e. M = RSSmax−RSSmin), then the length of the quantised binary sequence will

be proportional to logM if the 2’s complement encoding is used and proportional

to M if the uniform distance encoder is used. The uniform distance encoder is thus

suitable for low variability channels experienced by resource constrained devices

where the range of RSS values taken is not very high.
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Figure 5.6: Key Generation Success Rate (SKGR) with standard encoding and
separation distances ∈ [3, 6]
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The figures on uniform encoding relate to results that have been obtained from the

scheme proposed in this thesis whilst the figures that show results relating to the

most relevant scheme in literature are labelled as being 2’s complement. In the

figures, the quantisation interval of a uniformly spaced quantiser, L, is the distance

between any two adjacent quantisation points. In a non-uniformly spaced quantiser,

the average distance d is the average distance between adjacent quantisation points.

Due to the fact that quantisation points might not be uniformly spaced, the value

of d might not be an integer even if all quantisation points are integers.

The figures show the SKGR plotted against the logarithm of the distance for differ-

ent quantisation mappings. The best fit curves are then fitted onto each sequence

of points. The figures show that the SKGR is strictly inversely proportional to the

logarithm of the distance. The crossings at the beginning and end of each of the

best fit curves is due to the curves being restricted to being second order (i.e. of

the form y = a2x
2 + a1x+ a0).

The use of the best fit curves in the graphs allows the general trend in SKGR to be

better understood but can cause slight crossing between curves even if the points

that correspond to one curve are always lower than or equal to the points in another

curve. This can be seen in figure 5.7 where the curve for L = 3 crosses the curves
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for L = 4 and L = 5. Fitting a higher dimensional curve could remedy this issue

but it leads to the curves being overfitted to the data. A horizontal line, such as the

line for d = 6 in figure 5.11, illustrates a situation where the quantisation interval

used is so large that the quantised key at both ends is always reconciled correctly.

From the results, it is clear that uniform encoding improves the SKGR when com-

pared with normal 2’s complement encoding. This improvement is more pronounced

at higher separation distances where the SKGR rate increases by a factor of approx-

imately 2. This can be seen particularly at low distances where uniform encoding

achieves an almost perfect key generation success rate whilst the key generation

success rate falls quickly with distance as separation increases. This is due to the

quantisation effects discussed earlier.

5.6.2 Comparison with State-of-The-Art Practical Group Physical

Layer Key Generation Schemes

GPLSKG schemes have been proposed for a variety of different wireless networks.

This subsection will detail how our proposed scheme differs from other state-of-the-

art schemes and highlight its strengths and weaknesses.

The majority of existing GPLSKG schemes have been aimed at high resource net-

works and rely on channel impulse response measurements although other schemes

have been proposed for low power networks. The most relevant practical GPLSKG

scheme is the one outlined in [47][48] for low power networks. The scheme is a

purely quantisation-based scheme and therefore it suffers from the limitation that

some errors cannot be corrected at the end of the quantisation stage. The scheme

is relay-based and is aimed at mobile nodes, with the key generation taking place

by nodes alternately sending probes to each other and using those probes to try

and estimate the losses across one pre-chosen channel.

The key generation of the scheme is done by using two different methods: i) an RSS

fading trend and median threshold (RTM) and ii) RSS fading trend and quantisation

(RTQ). The fading trend is a sampled, moving average value of the RSS. It is used

in lieu of direct RSS measurements in the scheme because the scheme was targeted

at mobile networks. In such networks the relative velocity between the nodes causes
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frequency dispersion in the channel which then causes time-selectivity (i.e. causes

the channel to change quickly in time).

The RTM method involves the nodes using n measured RSS values as a n binary

sequence, where each binary digit at position i indicates whether the ith RSS value

received was below or above the median of all the RSS values received. The RTQ is a

thresholding procedure which involves thresholding using multiple thresholds. The

formulation of these thresholds is done by using the probability distribution of the

channel between nodes, so the distribution has to be known a-priori or estimated.

The thresholds are then set in such a manner that the probability of an RSS value

falling between any two adjacent thresholds is constant.

Let p(x) be the probability distribution of the RSS channel between two legitimate

nodes, nA and nB. Further to this, let Fp(x) denote the cumulative distribution

function of p(x) and F−1
p (x) its inverse. The thresholds are set in such a manner

that the probability that the RSS will fall between any two adjacent thresholds is

1/m. The set of m thresholds {ti} are the set of values such that

ti = F−1
p (i/m) (5.46)

Formulating the threshold as shown in equation 5.46 ensures that the bit disagree-

ment between two measured RSS values is equal to the number of thresholds that

lie between the RSS values. No error coding control is included in the scheme. Nev-

ertheless the scheme is the most representative state-of-the-art scheme for practical

key generation.

One of the main drawbacks of the scheme is the need to estimate the probability

distribution and corresponding inverse cumulative probability distribution of the

RSS channel. This remains quite difficult to accomplish on practical nodes. A

node generating different keys with many other nodes will need to estimate the

distributions of each RSS power channel and then maintain a store of the sequence

of thresholds for each of those channels.

Further to this, in a scheme for stationary or near-stationary nodes where probes

are taken over a set of different channels (where each channel is centred around

a different frequency), it is not efficient to adapt the scheme to this situation.
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If the distribution of the RSS channel for each of the possible centre frequencies

is estimated, then the scheme would quickly become exponentially more resource

intensive.

The scheme works in a group key generation setting by having nodes estimate the

losses incurred over one channel. Consider a case where 4 nodes, n0, n1, n2 and n3,

want to generate a common key corresponding to the channel conditions over the

channel between n0 and n1. Each node has access to the channel conditions near

to them. Let Li,j denote the loss from ni to nj, and node ni has access to Li,i+1

and Li−1,i. The node n1 can thus compute the difference in loss between n0 and n1

by computing δ1,2 = L1,2 − L0,1, where δ1,2 is the difference between the losses. δ1,2

can then be passed onto n2 in order for n2 to estimate L0,1. This process can then

continue in a similar manner until all nodes have estimates of measurements of the

channel between n0 and n1, which they use for key generation. This is the broad

idea of the relay model proposed in [47].

This randomness sharing process is perfectly suitable when each node is only in

the transmission range of a pair of adjacent nodes and no two nodes are collocated

but in other situations a broadcast-based group key strategy works better. This is

because the number of probes sent by the scheme scales linearly with the number

of nodes, whereas a broadcast-based scheme such as the one proposed in this paper

increases sub-linearly with an increasing number of nodes.

Consider the situation where there are L nodes, n1 to nL, and the nodes n2 to nL−1

are collocated. Further let these collocated nodes be in the transmission range of

n1 and nL. In this situation, allowing these collocated nodes to receive broadcast

packets from n1 and nL is a more energy efficient strategy. Let ρi,j denote the

correlation between the observations at nodes ni and nj, ρ̂1,L denote the correla-

tion between the measurements at n1 from nL. There are also the measurements

estimated by each of the nodes n2 to nL−1.

In the randomness sharing stage of our proposed scheme, the theoretical number

of probes that would need to be exchanged by each of the passive nodes (i.e. n2

to nL−1) is 0 and the number of probes exchanged by each of the two active nodes

(i.e. n1 and nL) to generate a key K of entropy H is:
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nActive = H(K)
−1

2 log2(1− ρ̂2
1,L)

= − 2H(K)
log2

(
1− ρ̂2

1,L

) (5.47)

Due to the fact that there are two active nodes, the total probes needed in the

randomness sharing thus becomes:

nActive, T = − 2× 2H(K)
log2

(
1− ρ̂2

1,L

)

In the randomness sharing stage of the relay model [47], the number of probes is

the same per node at:

nRelay = H(K)
−1

2 log2

(
1−min{ρ2

1,2, ρ
2
2,3, ..., ρ

2
L−2,L}

)

= − 2H(K)
log2

(
1−min{ρ2

1,2, ρ
2
2,3, ..., ρ

2
L−2,L}

) (5.48)

Due to the fact that there are L nodes, the total number of probes is:

nRelay, T = − 2L×H(K)
log2

(
1−min{ρ2

1,2, ρ
2
2,3, ..., ρ

2
L−2,L}

)

=⇒ nActive, T ≤ nRelay, T, if

(
1− ρ̂2

1,L

)
≤
(
1−min{ρ2

1,2, ρ
2
2,3, ..., ρ

2
L−2,L}

)2/L

ρ̂2
1,L ≥ 1−

(
1− ρ2

min

)2/L
(5.49)

Where ρ2
min = min{ρ2

1,2, ρ
2
2,3, ..., ρ

2
L−2,L}. In the relay-based scheme, its performance

is essentially limited by whichever link (or channel) is the weakest. Equation 5.49

outlines the condition that has to be met for our proposed scheme to require fewer

probes than the model in [47]. This model is intended for mobile channels and uses

fading trends to generate keys, where the variability of the channels sampled by the

model is much higher than that faced by our scheme. Hence our scheme achieves

variability by changing the centre frequency in use.

In the case with L nodes and all the channels being similar (i.e. where ρij = ρ for

all i and j), then nRelay, T = 0.5L × nActive, T. So having some nodes being active
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reduces the required probes by a factor of 0.5L.

In a home setting where long term correlation between the legitimate channels is for

instance 0.98, the number of probes that would be required to generate a group key

would be 28 in order to generate a key of length 32. If used in a factory setting and

the long term correlation drops to 0.97 then the number of probes required would

rise to 32. This illustrates the importance of the long-term correlations between

legitimate observations in physical layer key generation.

5.7 Security Analysis

5.7.1 Randomness Testing

In order for keys to be suitable for cryptographic purposes, they need to have

the property of randomness. This is to ensure that the keys do not have any

underlying correlations between them, which can be exploited by an adversary

to compromise the keys. The randomness testing was done using the industry

standards for randomness testing which were explained in subsection 4.8.2.

The DFT spectral test was conducted on generated keys, which resulted in a p-

value of 0.457, meaning that our scheme can produce random keys. Another way

to analyse the similarity of keys is time. This analysis helps in assessing how the

generated keys vary between sessions. In order to assess this, 75 keys were generated

and each of the keys was correlated with other keys. The correlation measurement

used in this case was based on the Pearson correlation coefficient. Figure 5.12 shows

the correlation between the keys reconciled by three nodes nA, nB and nC . From

this figure, it is clear that in the vast majority of cases, the correlation between the

keys is very low. The diagonal in figure 5.12 refers to the autocorrelation between

the keys.
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Figure 5.12: Correlation between common keys among legitimate nodes nA, nB and
nC

5.7.2 Security Against Common Attacks

It is important for any scheme to be analysed in light of possible attacks that the

scheme might face. Physical layer schemes face attack vectors just like computa-

tional security schemes.

The attack of utmost relevance to our proposed scheme is the one where the adver-

sary receives probes sent for the purposes of key generation by the legitimate nodes

and then attempts to reconcile a common key with them without their knowledge.

In order to better assess this risk, experiments were conducted by adding the fourth

node nE as the adversary. Similar to the previous experiments, the three legitimate

nodes, nA, nB and nC , were in the straight-line topology starting with nA. The

distance between nA and nB was 4m and nC was equidistant between nA and nB.

nE had a distance of 6m from nB, 10m from nA and 8m from nC .
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Figure 5.13: Correlation between common keys among nA, nB & nC and nE’s keys

A total of 75 keys were computed by both the legitimate nodes and the adversarial

one. The frequency schedule changed between key generation rounds (i.e. each key

is generated over a different set of centre frequencies). A correlation map for the

legitimate keys versus the adversarial keys can be seen in figure 5.13. From the

figure, it is clear that a legitimate key correlates very lowly with an adversarial key.

5.8 Summary

This chapter proposed a key generation that can be used for pairwise and group key

generation purposes. The scheme improves on previous state-of-the-art schemes by

providing a quantisation method that assures that adversaries with measurements

that correlate less strongly with the correlation between legitimate parties get more

bit errors in their quantised binary sequences. The chapter also provides an analysis

of the probability of legitimate nodes successfully reconciling keys in the case where

they use segmented block coding techniques.

The analysis of i) an achieved successful key generation rate between legitimate

nodes, ii) cryptographic properties of the generated keys and importantly iii) the

successful key generation rate of an adversarial node is presented and evaluated to

demonstrate the scheme’s advantages over relevant existing approaches. The scheme
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also reduces the number of probes required to generate a common GPLSKG key.

This increases the energy efficiency of the scheme.

The chapter then presents the results of experiments conducted on an implementa-

tion of the proposed scheme in a straight-line topology. The results show that the

scheme can achieve high success rates at short distances and that the keys generated

correlate lowly between sessions and also correlate lowly with those of adversaries

that are no collocated with respect to the legitimate nodes.
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Chapter 6
Design of Practical Physical Layer Key

Generation Schemes

This chapter introduces and discusses typical wireless communication hardware

used in resource-constrained networks and then discusses a selection of practical

issues that need to be taken into account when designing and deploying physical

layer key generation schemes on real hardware.

6.1 Resource Constrained Network Hardware

A WSN node consists of a micro-controller connected to a transceiver and a set of

sensors. The micro-controller controls the entire operation of the device and most

of the device logic is stored in it. The transceivers job is to facilitate communica-

tion and send packets from one node to another. The wireless sensor node used

for experiments in this thesis is the TelosB sensor node which consists of a CC2420

transceiver [2], a MSP430 microcontroller [62] and various sensors. This node pro-

vides communication over the low-power 802.15.4 standard. A figure showing the

components that make up a TelosB wireless sensor node can be seen in figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: TelosB Wireless Sensor Node [3]

6.2 Considerations on Practical Implementations of Physical

Layer Security Schemes

A key aspect affecting the secureness of a physical layer security key scheme is the

transceiver’s characteristics. It is the transceiver that provides the physical layer

measurements used to generate the cryptographic keys, so it is very important for

the transceiver to be characterised and analysed. This is especially important with

regards to the received power as it is the key channel measearement used by low

power physical layer key generation schemes.

The received power (RSS) is provided to the sensor node by the transceiver. There

are two key characterisations given on a transceiver data sheet that characterise

the RSS reading. These are i) the RSS value linearity and the ii) the RSS value’s

accuracy. The RSS accuracy specifies the range of values around the true RSS value

that the transceiver will report and the linearity specifies how linear the readings

that are computed by the transceiver will be. The linearity is always lower than

the accuracy.
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The RSS response graph in figure 6.2 illustrates how the RSS, its accuracy and

linearity are related. The output RSS, Rm,i, is related to the input RSS, RT,i,

according to relation Rm,i = mRT,i + c+ r. Here, m and c are constants, r ∈ [−l, l],
where l is a constant called the linearity. The best fit line between a plot of Rm,i

versus RT,i is thus a straight line with a gradient of m and y-axis offset of c. The

RSS response graphin figure 6.2 shows the graph in the ideal case of m = 1 and

c = 0.

In an ideal case, an actual RSS value and its measured one would be exactly the

same. If there is an inaccuracy of a, then the measured RSS value would differ

from the actual RSS by at most a dB. In addition to this, if a linearity l is also

specified, then there exists a straight line that is at most l dB away from each of the

possible measured RSS values. We will refer to the average power of a packet being

received by node A at time index i as the input RSS at node A, denoted as RA
T,i. We

will refer to the measurement of RA
T,i by A as the output RSS at A, denoted as RA

m,i.

The presence of some variability in measuring RSS in practical devices adds addi-

tional complexity to physical layer key generation schemes as it makes the channel

more asymmetric. This needs to be taken into account in order to improve key

generation rates and also maintain the security. The existence of a given linearity

level in RSS values means that for any given transceiver there are many different

RSS response graphs that can be observed. Figures 6.3a and 6.3b show the different

RSS response graphs that are possible for a given accuracy level.

In order to maintain the symmetry of the channel as much as possible, it is impor-

tant to make sure that the non-linearity of the RSS values affects the key generation

process in the most minimal way possible. If the accuracy of RSS reading is stated

as being ±am then for a received power value RT,i at time index i, the measured

RSS value RA
m,i at node A will be:

RA
m,i = RT,i + aA (6.1)

where aA ∈ (−am, am). Similarly, for the same RT,i, the measured RSS value RB
m,i

at node B will be:
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RB
m,i = RT,i + aB (6.2)

where aB ∈ (−am, am). The important thing to note here is that the difference be-

tween the measured values at nodes A and B will be at most 2am even for the same

received power. This can be seen by noting that the value of |RA
m,i−RB

m,i| ≤ 2 · am.

A linearity of ±l at each receiver means that the measured value and the actual

RSS values are related by the relation below:

RA
m,i = mART,i + CA + lA,i (6.3)

where mA and CA are constants, and lA,i ∈ (−lm, lm). The special case where lm is 0

is the case when the measured value is perfectly linear and there is no non-linearity.

This case which is not seen in practical transceivers. Similarly the measured value

at node B will be:

RB
m,i = mBR

B
T,i + CB + lB (6.4)

If there is another received power level RT,j, then the measured values at nodes A

and B will be RA
m,j and RB

m,j respectively. The difference between RA
m,i and RA

m,j is:

dAij = |RA
m,j −RA

m,i|

= |mART,i + CA + lA,i −mART,j − CA − lA,j|

= |mA(RT,i −RT,j) + (lA,i − lA,j)| (6.5)

The expression in equation 6.5 gives us a relation of the difference between two

measured values RA
m,i and RA

m,j when the node A receives two different waveforms

with two different received powers RT,i and RT,j. Similarly, if node B receives the

exact same waveforms then it will measure the receive powers as RB
m,j and RB

m,j.

The difference between them is

dBij = |mB(RT,i −RT,j) + (lB,i − lB,j)| (6.6)

We want to look at how the expressions dAij and dBij change in practical transceivers
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Figure 6.4: Plot of Output RSS vs Input RSS for CC2420 Transceiver. Source [2]

when RT,i is close to RT,j. Taking the CC2420 as an example tranceiver, we can

look at how the RSS response changes over small intervals. The RSS response graph

(i.e. the plot of the received power versus the measured power) can be seen in figure

6.4. The plot has been taken from the CC2420 datasheet in [2].

It can be seen from figure 6.4 that the graph is not perfectly linear (i.e not all points

fall strictly in a straight line) but over intervals that are not very long, the response

can be taken to be approximately linear. In cases where RT,i is close to RT,j, we

can thus approximate the measured values Rm,i, Rm,j and all RSS values between

Rm,i and Rm,j to fall in the same straight line. The measured RSS values can then

be represented in the form:

Y = mX + C (6.7)

where X is the receive power, Y is the measured receive power and m & C are

constants. The measured RSS values can then be represented in the form shown

below
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RA
m,i = mART,i + CA

RA
m,j = mART,j + CA

RB
m,i = mBRT,i + CB

RB
m,j = mBRT,j + CB

Now the expressions for differences dAi,j and dBi,j defined earlier become:

dAi,j = |RA
m,i −RA

m,j|

= |mART,i + CA − (mART,j + CA)|

= |mA(RT,i −RT,j)| (6.8)

dBi,j = |RB
m,i −RB

m,j|

= |mBRT,i + CB − (mBRT,j + CB)|

= |mB(RT,i −RT,j)| (6.9)

Equations 6.8 and 6.9 show that the difference between any two measured values is

a value which is directly proportional to the difference between the two input RSS

levels. The proportionality factor, m, is approximately 1.

This implies that if node A and node B both receive two packets which arrive at

their respective transceivers with received powers RT,i and RT,j then the two nodes

both compute a value dij which is not dependent on the offsets of their respective

RSS response graphs, CA and CB. In addition to this, if the linear dependence on

the gradient factors, mA and mB, is also close to 1 (as is the case in the CC2420

transceiver) then both nodes can fairly accurately compute the difference between

the received powers (RT,i and RT,j) and use that difference in the physical layer

key generation process instead of using the measured RSS values directly. In the

case that n packets are received, one can use the the measures RSS values for each

packet to compute the difference vector d as:
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d = {Rm,i+1 −Rm,i}i=n−1
i=1

= [(Rm,2 −Rm,1), (Rm,3 −Rm,2), ..., (Rm,n −Rm,n−1)]

= [m(RT,2 −RT,1),m(RT,3 −RT,2), ...,m(RT,n −RT,n−1)] (6.10)

This is in contrast to using the measured RSS value array directly, which is in the

form:

R = {Rm,i}i=ni=1 (6.11)

= [Rm,1, Rm,2, ..., Rm,n] (6.12)

The use of the difference array in lieu of using the sequence array directly allows us

to reduce the errors that may be caused by different linear offsets being present in

the individual RSS response graphs. The difference array d produces (n − 1) val-

ues for every n RSS values measured. If we wish to remove the dependence of the

linear offsets in the transceivers whilst not reducing the number of distinct points

that result from the measuring process then we can opt for an alternative method

where we just remove DC offset from the measured RSS values. This is the method

that was proposed in the key generation schemes detailed in this thesis. We will

show that just removing the DC offset is also sufficient for suppressing the effects

of practical linear offsets in the practical transceiver.

The removal of the DC component from an array R involves deducting the array

mean, R from each of the values in R. In the situation we are concerned with where

the RSS response is linear and the measured value at time index i is Rm,i, the array

with the DC component removed can be shown to be
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RDC = R− 1
n

n∑

j=1
Rm,j

=



Rm,i −

1
n

n∑

j=1
Rm,j





i=n

i=1

=



(mRT,i + C)− 1

n

n∑

j=1
(mRT,j + C)




∀i

=



(mRT,i + C)− 1

n

n∑

j=1
mRT,j −

1
n

n∑

j=1
C




∀i

=



mRT,i −

1
n

n∑

j=1
mRT,j




∀i

=



m


RT,i −

1
n

n∑

j=1
RT,j






∀i

= m
(
RT −RT

)
(6.13)

Equation 6.13 shows that in the case where the RSS response is linear the received

signal with the DC component removed is directly proportional to the DC com-

ponent removed array of the input RSS. In addition, if the RSS response graph

gradient, m, is close to 1 then the DC component removed values obtained when

using measured values will be close to the DC component removed values that

would be obtained if the input RSS values where used instead. This is one of the

motivations for using the DC removed RSS values in the pairwise PLSKG scheme

and the group PLSKG schemes proposed in this thesis.

A key advantage of removing the DC offset instead of computing the difference

array as shown in equation 6.5 is that the output from the process preserves the n

data points whilst in the difference array case n input data points output only n−1

data points. So that decreases the variability upon which one can generate keys.

Another key advantage of using the DC offset removed RSS array instead of using

the measured RSS values directly is that the values move to oscillating around the

zero point, so they become zero mean. The advantage that brings in data processing

on resource constrained devices is that the magnitudes of the RSS being processed

becomes smaller as the RSS array being processed oscillates around the zero point.

This makes processing easier as it allow smaller word lengths (such as 8 bits and
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16 bits) in the data processing.

6.3 Summary

This chapter discussed the key characteristics of the resource constrained hardware,

outlined the key characteristics of RSS measurements taken on practical low power

networks, highlighted some of the limitations commonly found on low power nodes

and proposed some countermeasures to remedy those limitations.

The countermeasures discussed in this chapter help to mitigate some of the limita-

tions that came about from the way RSS is measured and reported on actual WSN

nodes. These countermeasures help to ensure that nodes have good and consistent

performance on real devices at all times. If the countermeasures are not put in

place, then the key disagreement rate is highly variable as it would depend highly

on how similar the RSS response graphs between the nodes in use are. If the RSS

response graphs are not similar then the performance will degrade, leading to high

key disagreement rates. This issue can cause the very undesirable property of the

key generation rate performance being highly variable and the entropy of the final

key being lower than expected. The countermeasures discussed in this chapter help

to mitigate this issue.
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Chapter 7
Summary, Conclusion and Further Work

7.1 Summary and Conclusion

In summary, this thesis has discussed and presented proposals for a pairwise key

generation scheme and a group key generation scheme for low power wireless net-

works using the physical layer. In summary, the novel contributions in this thesis

include:

• Proposing a novel pairwise PLSKG scheme for resource constrained wireless

devices. The scheme takes advantage of both the power and simplicity of

classic Error Correcting Codes (ECCs) and also the diversity of frequency

channels available on 802.15.4 compliant nodes to generate keys from RSS

readings. This thesis has shown that our key generation and refreshment

scheme can achieve a near 100% key reconciliation rate whilst also providing

perfect forward and backward security.

• Proposing a novel GPLSKG scheme for resource constrained wireless devices.

The proposed scheme is novel as it provides a means of evaluating and bound-

ing the entropy of the generated key with respect to an adversary. This is

possible in the case that the long-term correlations between all legitimate

nodes are known.

This information allows a concrete lower bound of the generated key’s entropy

to be established, something which is not possible with current GPLSKG

schemes. The scheme is also suitable for stationary nodes as it relies on using
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different channel frequencies to induce variability in RSS measurements. This

is in contrast to current state-of-the-art schemes which depend on the fading

trend between legitimate moving nodes to generate group PLSKG keys.

7.2 Further Work

There are many lines of research that need to be conducted for physical layer key

generation schemes to be ready for commercial use. At the moment the limitations

are having to have the topology known a-priori, finding better sources of entropy

than received signal strength and estimating the amount of extractable entropy in a

given channel post-deployment. More detailed discussions on these issues are given

in the subsection below.

7.2.1 Localised Dynamic Conferencing with Physical Layer Key Gen-

eration

Secure dynamic conferencing refers to the possibility for any subset of a group to

establish a shared key. Dynamic conferencing allows an arbitrary subset of members

to form a privileged subgroup [25]. For any finitely sized group, the number of possi-

ble subgroups that may want to form a secure group rises exponentially. This poses

a very difficult problem for key tree-based schemes as nodes may need to maintain

many different key trees in order to be able to efficiently conduct secure conferences.
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Generation of multiple dynamic secure
conferences, where each conference is
set-up to facilitate the secure aggre-
gation and processing of some type of
data (such as Temperature Control,
Alarm Monitoring e.t.c.)
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Nodes get deployed and they perform
topology discovery followed by the for-
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a cluster if it has a valid certificate that
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livery of that particular service or it is
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In situations where secure dynamic
conferences need to be established be-
tween local and remote nodes, con-
ventional tree based group key gener-
ation methods can be used to setup se-
cure dynamic conferences using pair-
wise keys that might have been gen-
erated via either physical layer or pre-
distributed in some other manner.

Figure 7.1: Hybrid Dynamic Conferencing

In many applications, secure conferences need to be generated in localised situa-

tions. An example application of this is in home networks, where only wireless

devices within the home should be able to access particular sets of data. In or-

der to facilitate this, physical layer-based techniques could be used together with

conventional group key generation techniques to form both localised and dynamic

conferences.

Physical layer key refreshment can be used to ensure that nodes that leave the

area are automatically revoked as they move out of the local area and become

remote nodes. In cases where a secure conference needs to be established between

nodes and some of these nodes might not be localised, the conventional public

key methods might need to be added. Figure 7.1 shows an example of secure

dynamic conferences. In the figure, nodes granted to a particular class of data (e.g.
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temperature data, alarm system data e.t.c) and in a particular area form a dynamic

conference in order to securely aggregate their data and forward to other remotely

located parties. When new nodes move into the local area and join the group, we

would like to have a more efficient way of managing this join operation than just

restarting the entire group physical layer key generation process again.

7.2.2 Alternate Sources of Entropy in The Physical Layer

A key issue with using RSS instead of the channel impulse response is that the

RSS channel is a lot less variable and hence has a lot less entropy than the channel

impulse response function. The reason why RSS has widespread use is that it is

both easily accessible in off-the-shelf devices and can be sampled relatively slowly.

If one is to use the channel impulse response function, they would need to be able

to work at very high throughout to perform channel estimation and send it over

to the micro-controller at high frequency over the serial interface. This is generally

not possible on off-the-shelf nodes but it might be possible to use other sources of

randomness such as automatic gain control (AGC) readings and/or direct sequence

spread spectrum (DSSS) chips to generate keys. These are physical layer parameters

that could potentially be suitable lead to the generation of longer cryptographic

keys but the manner in which they are reported is not consistent across different

WSN devices. Another key difficulty in using these physical layer parameters to

investigate is the very high sampling frequency that is required to receive the data.

7.2.3 Beamforming for Physical Layer Key Generation

Beamforming antennas are antennas that allow the waveform that is radiated from

an antenna to be directed in some given direction. The use of beamforming al-

lows a legitimate node to direct the waveform it is transmitting towards the other

legitimate nodes it wants to generate a common key with. The capability could

be leveraged by physical layer key generation schemes to i) efficiently swap probes

between legitimate nodes with lower transmit power, ii) restrict the power of the

waveform radiated towards the adversary and to iii) allow multiple independent key

generation procedures to take place in a smaller area.
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Beamforming directs the transmitted signal to a given direction and thus reduces the

number of different paths a signal can take whilst traversing from the transmitter

to the receiver. This reduction in multi-path propagation causes the channel to

experience less slow fading. This is because slow fading is caused by waveforms

that have traversed through different paths interefering at the receiver and thus

multi-path propagation becomes less prominent and then fading reduces. In the

case of beamforming since multipath fading - which contributes to randomness in

the channel - reduces, the key generation capacity reduces. Research needs to

be conducted on what extent this issue would affect the key generation capacity

in practice and also conduct research on how these limitation could somehow be

overcome.
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Appendix A
Appendix A

A.1 Testbed Hardware Information

The WSN nodes used in the experiments throughout this thesis were Berkeley

TeloB series nodes. These nodes consist of i) a microprocessor (MSP430 series from

Texas Instruments), ii) a IEEE 802.15.4 transceiver (CC2420 series from Texas In-

struments), iii) 1MB external flash storage (ST M25P80 series from Micron). The

operating system that ran on the nodes was TinyOS 2.0.1, running using the NesC

programming language. The antennas used were omnidirectional antennas with a

maximum transmit power of 0dBm (1mW).

The specific physical layer modulation and demodulation implementation used

within the broader IEEE 802.15.4 standard was the 250KB/s Orthogonal Quadra-

ture Phase Shift Keying (O-QPSK) which operates around the 2.4GHz channel

band.
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